
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Please note that by law this meeting can be filmed, audio-
recorded, photographed or reported electronically by the use 
of social media by anyone attending.  This does not apply to 
any part of the meeting that is held in private session. 

Please ask for: 
Marie Lowe/ 
Gurdip Paddan 

 
 
*PLEASE NOTE DATE 
 

23 November 2016 
 
 
Dear Councillor 
 
 

You are requested to attend a meeting of the WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET HOUSING AND PLANNING PANEL to be held on Thursday, 1st December, 
2016 at 7.30 pm in the Council Chamber, Council Offices, The Campus, Welwyn Garden 
City, Herts, AL8 6AE 
 

 
 
Yours faithfully 

Director (Governance) 
 
 

A G E N D A 
PART 1 

 

1.   SUBSTITUTIONS  
 

 To note any substitution of Members made in accordance with Council Procedure 
Rules 19-22. 
 

2.   APOLOGIES  
 

 To note apologies. 
 

3.   MINUTES  
 

 To confirm as a correct record the Minutes of the meeting held on 3 November 
2016 (previously circulated). 
 

4.   NOTIFICATION OF URGENT BUSINESS TO BE CONSIDERED UNDER ITEM 12  
 

Public Document Pack



5.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST BY MEMBERS  
 

 To note declarations of Members’ disclosable pecuniary interests, non-disclosable 
pecuniary interests and non-pecuniary interests in respect of items on the Agenda. 
 

6.   PUBLIC QUESTION TIME AND PETITIONS  
 

 Up to fifteen minutes will be made available for questions from members of the 
public on issues relating to the work of the Panel and to receive any petitions. 
 

7.   THE EXTENSION OF MANDATORY LICENSING FOR HOUSES IN MULTIPLE 
OCCUPATION - CONSULTATION RESPONSE (Pages 5 - 18) 
 

 The report of the Executive Director provided Members with information about the 
Council’s draft response to the ‘Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) and 
residential property licensing reforms’ consultation paper which was published by 
the Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in October 2016. 
 

8.   RESPONSE TO HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL - TRANSPORT VISION 
2050 CONSULTATION (Pages 19 - 32) 
 

 The report of the Executive Director sought Members’ approval for the areas of 
support and concern for the proposals in Hertfordshire County Council’s Transport 
Vision 2050 and an indication of any further issues that Members wished to see 
included in this Council’s response. 
 

9.   GOVIA THAMESLINK RAIL 2018 TIMETABLE CONSULTATION (Pages 33 - 44) 
 

 The report of the Executive Director sets out comments which formed the basis of 
the Council’s response to the Govia Thameslink Rail public consultation into 
revisions to railway timetables from May 2018 which would include changes to 
services serving stations in Welwyn Hatfield. 
 
 

10.   RESPONSE TO EAST HERTS COUNCIL - PRE-SUBMISSION LOCAL PLAN 
CONSULTATION (Pages 45 - 50) 
 

 The report of the Executive Director sought approval to the comments to East 
Herts District Council public consultation for the Pre-Submission version of its 
District Plan, which includes the identification of a broad location for growth 
described as East of Welwyn Garden City which formed part of a larger site 
together with land within Welwyn Hatfield.  The current consultation runs for six 
weeks and closes on 15th December 2016. 
 
 

11.   NORTH HERTFORDSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL PROPOSED SUBMISSION 
LOCAL PLAN 2011-2031 (Pages 51 - 76) 
 

 The report of the Executive Director sets out the areas of support and concern for 
North Herts District Council’s (NHDC) Proposed Submission Local Plan.  There 
remains a number of strategic issues of particular relevance to Welwyn Hatfield, 
and which may have a ‘Duty to Co-operate’ implication.  



 
 

12.   SUCH OTHER BUSINESS AS, IN THE OPINION OF THE CHAIRMAN, IS OF 
SUCH URGENCY TO WARRANT IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION  
 

 
Circulation: Councillors S Boulton (Chairman) 

M Perkins (Vice-Chairman) 
D Bell 
D Bennett 
H Bromley 
 

M Cowan 
G Hayes 
M Holloway 
P Shah 
 

   
 
 Executive Board 

Press and Public (except Part II Items) 
 
 
If you require any further information about this Agenda please contact Gurdip 
Paddan or Marie Lowe Governance Services Unit on 01707 357349/357443 or email 
democracy@welhat.gov.uk 
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Part I 
Main author: Andy Luck 
Executive Member: Mandy Perkins 
All Wards 

 
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET HOUSING AND PLANNING PANEL 1 DECEMBER 2016 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR  

THE EXTENSION OF MANDATORY LICENSING FOR HOUSES IN MULTIPLE 
OCCUPATION – CONSULTATION RESPONSE 

 
 
1 Executive Summary 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Members with information about the 
Council’s draft response to the ‘Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) and 
residential property licensing reforms’ consultation paper which was published by 
the Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in October 2016. 

1.2 Currently only HMOs that comprise three or more storeys and have five or more 
occupants are legally required to be licensed.  However the government has 
made the decision to extend the scope of licensing and they have published a 
consultation document inviting comments on how they should implement the 
changes and the possible implications.  

1.3 The response needs to be sent to Department Communities and Local 
Government by the 13th December 2016.  The consultation asks 32 questions 
and the Council’s draft responses are given in Appendix A. 

2 Recommendation(s) 

2.1 It is recommended that the Committee approve the draft response (attached at 
Appendix A), subject to any revisions agreed by Members. 

3 Explanation 

3.1 Currently only HMOs that comprise three or more storeys and have five or more 
occupants are legally required to be licensed. 

3.2 The government has recently published proposals, following the technical 
discussion paper it published in November 2015, to extend the scope of 
mandatory licensing.  

3.3 In summary, the government’s position is as follows: 

 They plan to extend mandatory licensing to cover all relevant HMOs regardless 
of the number of storeys. 

 They maintain the view that five people should be the appropriate number of 
persons. 

 They plan to extend the scope of mandatory licensing to flats above and below 
business premises e.g. flats above shops on traditional high street type locations.  
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 They propose to introduce a minimum sleeping room size to 6.52 sq. m (70 sq. 
ft.) 

3.4 A summary of the consultation paper is set out below; 

Chapters 1 and 2 explain and invite comments on the details of the Government 
proposals and in particular ask specific questions concerning the proposed 
secondary legislation.  

Chapter 3 seeks comments on the Impact Assessment.  

Chapter 4 seeks views on a number of measures not included in the technical 
discussion paper, some of which were raised following discussions on that paper: 
specifically; 

the evidential basis for determining “fit and proper” status of licence holders; 
refuse disposal in licensed properties; and the treatment of certain types of 
student accommodation.  

Chapter 5 briefly explains the measures relating to licensing and overcrowding 
introduced by the Housing and Planning Act 2016.  

Implications 

3.5 The Housing Act 2004 allows Local Authorities to extend the remit of their HMO 
licensing schemes on a bespoke basis based on their particular private sector 
housing circumstances, and the Council was actively considering this measure.   
However the government’s proposal to amend the primary legislation now 
supersedes this.  

3.6 The introduction of the new scheme will significantly increase the number of 
HMOs requiring a licence within the borough.  The current number of licensed 
properties is around 360 properties.  Recent surveys have confirmed that the 
total number of HMOs (including those that are licensed) in the Borough is 
around 2,400, but the exact number that would be covered by the new regime is 
unknown as the numbers of occupants in each property is not known.  

3.7 Regardless of this it is clear that there will be significant resourcing implications 
to process the applications and inspect the properties.  However the growth 
required could be offset by the license fees.  

4 Legal Implication(s) 

4.1  The Housing Act 2004 provides a broad range of duties and powers for local 
Councils including: 

 The Housing Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) (Part 1 – Housing 
Conditions) 

 Licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) (Part 2) 

4.2 The Council has a duty under the housing Act 2004 to measure the standard 
 of a property’s fitness against the HHSRS and is required to take action where 
 a Category One Hazard is identified 
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4.3 Under the government’s proposals Part 2 of the Housing Act 2004 will be 
amended to extend the current requirement from owners of HMOs that are three 
storeys and have five or more occupants to apply for a licence to all owners of 
HMOs where there are five or more occupiers. 

4.4 Under the Housing Act 2004 the Council must take all reasonable steps to 
ensure that applications for licences are made to them for properties which meet 
the required definition and have not applied to be licensed.  The Council currently 
has in place procedures for investigating HMOs where it is believed they may 
require a licence, but where a licence application has not been received. 

4.5 Subject to the introduction of the new measures, the Council would have to 
ensure that it was proactive in identifying and pursuing owners of licensable 
HMOS that have not applied for a license. 

5 Financial Implication(s) 

5.1 A license fee can be charged and current government guidelines state that this is 
based on a strict calculation of the reasonable costs of administering the 
scheme.  

5.2 The estimated number of additional HMOs requiring a licence is between 1,000 
and 1,500.  

5.3 Each licensable property will require an inspection at some point during the five 
year licensing period.  Based on our current work practices, early estimations 
suggest that we may need an additional five Private Sector Housing Technicians 
and a further two support officers, to manage this additional volume of work.  
Depending on how the scheme is introduced, we may not need the growth all at 
once and the administrative resource could be reduced over time, once the initial 
flurry of applications is received. 

5.4 As the licence fee is payable when the application is made, but the inspection 
may not take place until a later financial year, consideration will need to be given 
as to how the fee income can reflect the total costs of administering the scheme 
over the five year fee period. 

6 Risk Management Implications 

6.1 A risk assessment is not required for this report. 

7 Security & Terrorism Implication(s) 

7.1 There are no security or terrorism implications. 

8 Procurement Implication(s) 

8.1 There are no procurement implications to this report. 

9 Climate Change Implication(s) 

9.1 There are no climate change implication to this report. 
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10 Link to Corporate Priorities 

10.1 The subject of this report is linked to the Council’s Corporate Priority  
‘to maintain a safe and healthy community’ and ‘meet the borough’s housing 
needs’ and is linked to a statutory requirements under the Housing Act 2004. 

11 Equality and Diversity 

11.1 An Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) has not been carried out in connection with 
the proposals that are set out in this report.  

 
 
Name of author Andy Luck 
Title Private Sector Housing manager 
Date 10th November 2016 
 
 
 
Background papers to be listed (if applicable)   

Houses in Multiple Occupation and residential property licensing reforms - A 
consultation paper 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/560774/161018_HMO_CO
NSULTATION.pdf 
 

Appendices to be listed  

Appendix A – Draft response to the Government’s consultation paper. 

Appendix B – Current Licensing fees 
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Appendix A 
 
Houses In Multiple Occupation and residential 
property licensing reforms 
A consultation paper 
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Chapter One  
Extension of mandatory licensing of Houses in Multiple 
Occupation 
 
1. Is the proposal sufficiently clear about how the new scheme will apply to buildings that 
are HMOs occupied by five persons or more in two or more households? If not please 
explain why.  
 
Yes, but we would still advocate for a 3 person 2 household threshold, as opposed to 5 to 
prevent rogue landlords intentionally creating loopholes for avoiding licensing and to 
enable Councils to easier prove avoidance or deceit.  
 
Our experience of the existing regime is that is often a deliberated ploy of ‘rogue’ 
Landlords to claim that only four people live at the property to avoid licensing. When 
presented with evidence of personal possessions or made up beds this is often attributed 
to visitors or the Landlord themselves. Proving occupancy to the criminal standard is often 
not possible and we are convinced that some Landlords are avoiding licensing by 
misrepresenting the true levels of occupancy. 
 
2. Do you agree with our approach with regard to the threshold for mandatory licensing of 
multiply occupied purpose built flats? If not, please explain why.  
 
Yes 
 
3. Are the different rules that apply in relation to the mandatory licensing of flats in purpose 
built blocks and converted premises set out sufficiently clearly? If not please explain why.  
 
Yes 
 
4. Do you agree that where buildings contain individual flats in multiple occupation that 
these should be separately licensed, including where the flat is in a building which also 
contains bedsits? If not please explain why.  
 
Yes 
 
5. Do you agree the licence of a multiply occupied flat should extend to the common parts, 
in appropriate cases? If not please explain why.  
 
Yes 
 
6. How are the common parts dealt with under additional licensing which relate to self-
contained flats (a) when the whole building is owned or managed by the licence holder and 
(b) where the licence holder is a leaseholder of an individual flat let in multiple occupation 
and doesn’t have control of the common parts? 
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We do not currently have an additional licensing scheme in this borough so cannot 
comment. 
 
7. Do you agree that the proposal for implementing the new regime in two phases is clear 
and appropriate? If not please explain why.  
 
The process is clear, but we do not agree the 2 tier process (i.e. need for a 6 month grace 
period for landlords) is necessary if there is sufficient time to publicise the change before 
implementation. Previous licensing schemes have not been implemented this way in the 
past.  Any enforcement by the Local Authority must be led by its enforcement policy and 
be proportionate and reasonable.  We consider that a grace period would only allow the 
‘Rogue’ Landlord to unduly delay applying for a licence and that Local Authorities should 
be allowed to use their discretion on when to implement its formal enforcement powers.  
 
8. Are the transitional arrangements for HMOs that are already licensed, or which ought to 
have been licensed, clear and appropriate? If not please explain why.  
 
Yes 
 
9. Do you agree that persons sharing protected characteristics are more likely to live in 
HMOs than in the wider private rented sector? Please give your reasons.   
 
Yes apart from students, it is quite predominant for people from BME groups to be 
occupying HMO’s in this borough. 
 
10. Do you believe that extending the scope of mandatory licensing will impact upon 
persons sharing protected characteristics and if so how will it impact upon them? If you 
think the impact is negative can you suggest how it may be mitigated?  
 
Introduction of mandatory licencing may have an impact in areas where it is more likely to 
have persons sharing protected characteristics living in HMO’s. 
 
Negative: 
 
Licencing and the associated costs are often met with opposition from landlords. Many 
landlords will pass the costs on to the tenant increasing rent and creating affordability 
issues for the occupier; most tenants of HMO’s are not high income, earners and live in 
shared facility accommodation because it’s affordable on a low income. Unscrupulous 
landlords could even exaggerate the costs and increase the rent disproportionately  
 
Some landlords will refuse to participate in a licencing scheme at all and withdraw from 
renting their property, which can increase homeless and reduce housing supply.  
 
Positive: 
 
If landlords do comply with the conditions of a licence then property standards and the 
safety of tenants should be improved improve, providing a positive impact for those living 
in the HMO whether they share protected characteristics or not. 
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Chapter Two 
National minimum room size 
 
11. Do you agree that the regulations should only apply to rooms occupied by one or two 
persons? If not, please explain why.  
 
No it should include rooms occupied by more than two people. The shortage of affordable 
housing available has seen an increase in some areas, including ours, of whole families 
renting rooms, some ‘rogue’ landlords have taken advantage of the predicament and are 
routinely statutorily overcrowding and charging full LHA for one room.  Families living like 
this are less likely to be picked up, if the licence on minimum room standards only applies 
to 2 person households.  
 
If families are forced to live in rooms this is likely to increase the likelihood of hazards 
caused to the occupiers from condensation and mould growth. 
  
12. Do you agree that there should be no difference in how children and adults are 
counted for the purpose of the room size condition? If not please explain why.  
 
Whilst we welcome any changes that will improve conditions of those living in the private 
rented sector, and increased living space supports this, we have to be realistic, and feel 
this change would be un-workable for two reasons: 
 

1. There is a shortage of affordable housing, treating children the same as adults for 
the purpose of room size could mean that some people who currently have an 
affordable home to live in and are not statutorily overcrowded could lose that home 
if it becomes a breach of licence. 

 
2. We feel it could be difficult to convince landlords of the validity of the new standard 

of minimum room size and occupation, and impose it upon them under licence 
when it is legally acceptable under Housing Law, we would expect to see 
challenges. 

 
13. If you do not agree with question 12 how you would treat children for the purpose of 
calculating minimum room sizes?  
 
We believe the same classification should apply for children and adults as for the statutory 
overcrowding regulations of the 1985 Housing Act. 
 
14. How easy or difficult would it be for local housing authorities to monitor and enforce 
where children are to be counted separately from adults?  
 
It shouldn’t be any more or less difficult to monitor where children are to be counted 
separately from adults. It could be more challenging to enforce them not being counted 
separately when it may contradict other pieces of legislation. 
 
15. Do you agree that the minimum floor to ceiling height should be set at 1.5 metres? If 
not, do you have an alternative measure that can be used? Please explain your alternative 
measure.  
 
Yes 
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16. Do you think that the proposal not to treat temporary visitors as occupiers is 
appropriate?  
 
Yes, but as per our answer to question one we would like to see the person threshold 
lowered to 3 not 5 to make it more difficult for ‘rogue’ Landlords using clauses like this to 
escape the mandatory licencing scheme 
 
17. Do you agree that if the landlord causes or permits the occupation of a room which 
does not comply with the room size rule, they shall be in breach of the HMO licence?  
 
We think if the landlord receives rent or other remuneration for the occupation of a room 
which does not comply with the room size rules they should be in breach of the Licence. 
 
18. Do you think the definition of hostel and temporary accommodation providers is 
appropriate? If not please explain why. Can you give examples of the types of providers 
whose accommodation may be subject to the exemption?  
 
Yes 
 
19. Do you think that introducing minimum room sizes will impact upon persons sharing 
protected characteristics and if so how will it impact upon them? If you think the impact is 
negative can you suggest how it may be mitigated?  
 
Where persons sharing protected characteristics are commonly living in HMO’s they could 
be negatively impacted by introducing minimum room sizes, particularly if children are in 
occupation and treated the same as adults: 
 

 they could lose the home they have, 

 they may not be able to find alternative accommodation that they can afford 

 they may have to go to the local authority for housing assistance 
 
Mitigation would be to assess children in the same way as the 1985 Housing Act for 
overcrowding. 
  
20. How many families living in bedsits or shared houses do you think would be affected 
by the policy of restricting the number of occupants to specific size of the rooms?  
 
We do not have this local knowledge available at the present time 
 
21. Do you think the impact on the family would be negative or positive? Please explain 
why. If you think the impact is negative please say how you think it might be mitigated.   
 
See response to r Q19 
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Chapter Three  
Impact Assessment 
 
22. Do you have any comments on the Impact Assessment?  
 
No 
 
 

Chapter Four 
 
Further consultation 
 

Evidence relating to the “fit and proper person” requirement 
22. Do you think regulations should be made that would require a criminal record 
certificate to be obtained for an applicant for a licence and any manager of the property?  
 
Yes 
 
23. Do you have a preference for checks through DBS or Disclosure Scotland? If so 
please explain why.  
 
No preference  
 
 

Refuse disposal facilities 
Q.24 Do you agree that there should be a mandatory condition in HMO licences relating to 
household refuse?  
 
No – there is already control on this under regulations made under s234 of the Housing 
Act 2004. Specifically regulation 9 of The Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation 
(England) Regulations 2006.  
 

Duty to provide waste disposal facilities 
 
9. The manager must— 
 
(a) ensure that sufficient bins or other suitable receptacles are provided that are adequate 
for the requirements of each household occupying the HMO for the storage of refuse and 
litter pending their disposal;  
 
and 
 
(b) make such further arrangements for the disposal of refuse and litter from the HMO as 
may be necessary, having regard to any service for such disposal provided by the local 
authority 
 
It could be that a mandatory condition be imposed to comply with these regulations; in 
totality. 
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Q25 Do you think the terms of the condition are reasonable and appropriate?  
 
From this licence holders could provide what they deem to be suitable for the storage and 
disposal of waste, but this may not meet the requirements of the local authority. The 
Authority would only empty the bins which we provide, therefore they would need to 
contact us to arrange the provision of bins, rather than arranging something themselves.  
 
Q26. Do you think that such a condition would impose additional costs on licence holders? 
If so please provide an estimate of how much compliance with such a condition might cost 
and give your reasons.  
 
There may be a cost implication for the provision of replacement bins, however, any 
requests made by new residents of a property are provided free of charge if they apply 
within 3 months of moving in. 
 

Purpose built student housing 
 
Q27. Is local housing authority intervention in purpose built licensed student 
accommodation currently minimal?  
 
Yes because they are usually well designed, constructed and managed.  
 
Q28.Do you think that Membership of a code of practice approved under section 233 
ensures acceptable management practice and standards?  
 
Yes, to provide a consistent approach to the management of student accommodation.  
 
Q29. Do you agree that the Secretary of State should consider whether to approve a code 
of practice under section 233 which relates to purpose built blocks of flats exclusively 
providing accommodation for students? Please give your reasons.  
 
Yes, this would provide a model for best practice for management and the provision of 
amenity.  This could be combined with an amendment to schedule 14 of the Housing Act 
2004 to exempt purpose built student accommodation who adopt the ACOP from the HMO 
definition.  This would allow a light touch approach but for properties that were problematic 
the Local Authority could rely on The Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation 
(England) Regulations 2006 and/or the provisions of Part 1 of the Housing Act 2004. 
  
Q30. Do you agree those private providers who comply with such a code should be 
entitled to a discount on the standard rate for a licence application? Please give your 
reasons.  
 
See response to Q29 
 
Q31. Do you think a 50% is appropriate? If not should this be more or less? Please give 
your reasons  
 
See response to Q29 
 
 
Q32. What savings could a landlord expect by a reduction in fees of say 50%? 
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See response to Q29 
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Appendix B - HMO Licence fee structure 

 

The fee structure is outlined in the box below. The full licence fee must be paid on submission of the application. On 

receipt of an application without a prior request by the Council, the application will be reviewed. If it is deemed to be 

valid (as described above), the Council may provide a discretionary refund of £200. A further 10% of the fee will be 

refunded if a valid application had been made to the Partnership Accreditation for Landlords Scheme (PAL). Further 

details are available at www.pal-online.org.uk 

If a valid application is not received, the full fee will stand and no refund will be given. 

Application/Renewal for a basic 5 person HMO* £880 

Application/Renewal for an HMO with between 6 and 10 persons*  £985 

Application/Renewal for an HMO with 11 or more persons* £1085 

* a refund of £200 will be applied for those application which are valid for licences that are received without a request 

from the Local Authority. This will also apply for licence renewals received within a specified time given by the Local 

Authority. 

* Also, a discount of 10% will apply to accredited landlords 
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Part I 
Item No: 0 
Main author: Simon Chivers/Paul 
Everard 
Executive Member: Mandy Perkins 
All Wards 

 
 
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET HOUSING AND PLANNING PANEL – 1 DECEMBER 2016 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

RESPONSE TO HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL – TRANSPORT VISION 2050 
CONSULTATION 
 

1. Executive Summary 

1.1 Hertfordshire County Council is carrying out consultation on its draft Transport 
Vision 2050 document, in advance of preparing its full strategy for the new 
Hertfordshire Local Transport Plan (LTP4) during 2017. The consultation period 
started in September 2016 and runs until 14th December 2016. 

1.2 This consultation marks the end of Stage 3 of the development of the new LTP. At 
this stage the County Council is consulting on some of the possible content of the 
full LTP strategy, which includes some new policy options and major schemes. 
Following this consultation the development of the new plan will enter its final stage, 
where a full draft LTP and updated set of transport policies will be produced and be 
subject to a final round of consultation before adoption by the County Council. 

1.3 The consultation document sets out the vision for Hertfordshire in the transport 
context, also likely major transport improvements, challenges and opportunities. It 
then details LTP objectives and principles, followed by six new policy options. 
These policy options cover themes including promotion of cycling, shared mobility 
and bus priority measures. They also consider traffic management and ‘growth and 
transport’ plans for different areas of the county. The second part of the document 
is concerned with a small number of major schemes, including A414 corridor 
junction capacity upgrades and a Hertfordshire bus rapid transit network. 

1.4 At each stage of the document, consultation questions are posed to which the 
County Council is inviting responses.  

2. Recommendation(s) 

2.1 That the panel: 

i. Approve the areas of support and concern for the proposals in Hertfordshire 
County Council’s Transport Vision 2050 as set out in this report, and indicate 
any further issues that Members wish to see included in this Council’s 
response; 

ii. That the Head of Planning be given delegated authority to agree the final 
response to the consultation with the Executive Member for Planning. 
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3. Background 

3.1 Development of a new local transport plan for Hertfordshire has progressed through 
a number of stages since work commenced in 2014. Stage 1 sought to define what 
a positive future transport vision for Hertfordshire would be, and the challenges, 
issues and opportunities faced by the county at that time and in the future. Stage 2 
sought to provide a greater understanding of how transport can support local 
economic growth; it also outlined some broad transport strategy options and 
packages of schemes to support such growth. Stage 2 also considered the 
interaction of land use and transport planning during and beyond the current period 
for Hertfordshire Local Plans (i.e. up to 2031/2032 and beyond).    

3.2 In preparing and publishing the current Stage 3 consultation document the County 
Council has been able to draw on evidence from the new countywide multimodal 
transport model known as COMET. This Council, together with other district 
authorities, has contributed base evidence to that model and continues to contribute 
data relating to expected new housing development and employment growth. 

3.3 The consultation also takes account of committed and likely transport system 
improvements, including some with a direct impact on Welwyn Hatfield such as the 
‘smart motorway’ proposed between junctions 6 and 8 of the A1(M). Other factors 
considered include air quality, the potential for improving public health, 
demographic factors, changes in technology and political or legislative priorities.  

3.4 Objectives for the new LTP are to enable increased prosperity for the county, to 
contribute to vibrant, attractive and sustainable places, and to support people to live 
safe, healthy and fulfilling lives. Enhancing connectivity between ‘Primary Urban 
Centres’ in Hertfordshire is identified as one priority; both Welwyn Garden City and 
Hatfield are listed as such centres, along with Hemel Hempstead, St Albans, 
Stevenage and Watford. Appendix A to this report sets out the Objectives and 
Principles for the LTP and includes a definition of Primary Urban Centres. 

3.5 The County Council also identifies four guiding principles for delivering the LTP 
objectives; the application and adoption of new technology; modal shift and 
encouraging active travel; cost-effective delivery and maintenance; integration of 
land use and transport planning. 

3.6 The rest of the consultation document is in two main parts, the first dealing with 
transport policy options and the second with suggested major schemes.  

4. Explanation 

Challenges and opportunities 

4.1 The consultation document sets out a number of challenges and opportunities 
facing Hertfordshire to 2050.  The biggest challenge is that the county’s population 
is set to grow by about 400,000 to 1.5 million increasing congestion and lengthening 
journeys by road.  It is made very clear that increasing the capacity of the county’s 
roads is not an option because of the monetary cost and the impact on the natural 
environment and climate change.  So the Transport Vision seeks to deal with this 
challenge by embracing technological change with approaches that benefit people 
and places and enhance economic prosperity. 
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4.2 Figure 4 of the consultation document sets out the challenges and opportunities in 
detail including socio-economic inequalities (including health), public spending 
pressures, existing transport deficiencies (including congestion and capacity 
limitations on the railways), unprecedented housing and economic growth and the 
need to retain Hertfordshire’s character.  In terms of socio-economic inequalities, a 
number of challenges are listed, but no opportunities.  The modal shift implicit in 
addressing increased travel demand without increasing road capacity, presents the 
opportunity for more people to travel on foot and cycle when making short journeys.  
This is a clear opportunity to address issues relating to unhealthy lifestyles and 
increased levels of obesity.  It also presents, if backed by appropriate investment, 
the opportunity to increase the accessibility of local bus services, which is of 
particular benefit for people on low incomes. 

4.3 Growth in housing provision and economic development present opportunities for 
investment in infrastructure for more sustainable modes of transport through 
planning obligations including walking cycling and public transport, as well as 
infrastructure for charging electric vehicles. 

4.4 Among the drivers of change listed in Figure 4 is technology including internet, 
broadband and smartphones.  One of the key opportunities which seems to have 
been missed in Figure 4 is that these technologies will present increased 
opportunities for people to work at home, reducing the need to travel and thereby 
reducing the need to invest in transport infrastructure in the future. 

4.5 Accordingly, in answer to the consultation question “Are there any other challenges 
and opportunities we should take into account in our future plan?” members may 
wish to make the following comments: 

 Figure 4 should make it clear that one of the opportunities presented by 
investing in more sustainable modes of transport is that this can encourage 
people to make short journeys on foot and by cycle, improving levels of 
exercise and thereby starting to address the public health concerns of 
unhealthy lifestyles. It should also make it clear that, as part of this 
investment, improving .local bus services would help to improve access to 
travel by people who cannot access travel by car. 

 Figure 4 should make it clear that housing growth and economic 
development present opportunities to invest in more sustainable modes of 
transport. 

 Figure 4 should make it clear that technology provides the opportunity for 
more people to spend more of their week working from home, reducing the 
need to travel and reducing the amount of time people spend commuting.  
This could help to reduce the amount of travel demand that new 
infrastructure investment would have to address. 

Objectives and principles 

4.6 The consultation lists nine objectives for the Local Transport Plan, which are set out 
in Appendix A.  In general, these objectives are appropriate to Hertfordshire.  
However, there is an issue of scale in the sense that strategically there is an 
objective to enhance connectivity between Primary Urban Centres (which are listed 
as Hatfield, Hemel Hempstead, St Albans, Stevenage, Watford and Welwyn Garden 
City), but there is not an objective that adequately addresses the need to improve 
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access within towns.  There is a need for local scale interventions to ensure that 
people have adequate alternatives to car travel.   

4.7 The consultation lists four principles for delivering the nine objectives as follows: 

 Application and adoption of new technology; 

 Cost effective delivery and maintenance; 

 Modal shift and encouraging active travel; and 

 Integration of land use and transport planning. 

4.8 These principles are generally appropriate.  Hertfordshire County Council has 
already been innovative in its use of new technology in providing real time 
passenger information on its smart phone app.  The principle of integrating land use 
and transport planning is particularly laudable, but recognised as being challenging.  
For this to work, it will be necessary for concerted efforts to be made on all sides to 
ensure that there is sufficient co-ordination for this to work. 

4.9 The consultation asks “do you agree with the LTP Objectives and Principles 
identified?”  Members may wish to make the following comments: 

 The LTP objectives are supported as far as they go, but there should also be 
a specific objective to improve access within towns to ensure that people 
have access to adequate alternatives to car travel for the entirety of their 
journeys. 

 The integration of land use and transport planning is supported, but for this to 
work, it will be necessary for concerted efforts to be made on all sides to 
ensure that there is sufficient co-ordination for this to work in practice with 
local planning authorities, highways development control, public transport 
and sustainable travel responsibilities all aligned and signed up to the LTP.  
It is important that this LTP, and any future updates, are responsive to 
proposals contained in Local Plans. 

Policy Options 

4.10 The consultation document sets out a number of policy options.  These options are 
not alternatives, but a series of options linked to the delivery of the nine objectives.  
Policy Option 1 seeks to adopt a transport user hierarchy whereby, particularly in 
urban areas, land use plans and transport plans and schemes would follow the 
following hierarchy: 

i. Identify options for reducing the need to travel 

ii. Optimise travel for pedestrians and cyclists 

iii. Optimise travel by public transport and powered two wheelers 

iv. Cater for commercial vehicles including car based shoppers and visitor 
access 

v. Cater for car based commuter access 
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4.11 Decisions, plans and strategies would then have to demonstrate how they have 
considered the needs of user groups in that order.  This is justified on the basis that, 
since the mid twentieth century, roads and urban areas have been designed to 
prioritise motor vehicle movement to the detriment of other modes of transport, 
having the effect of making those other modes less attractive.  Members may wish 
to support this approach since it addresses concerns about making travel as 
sustainable as possible, helping to make walking and cycling more attractive via 
options and preserving the environment while dealing with the increased demand 
for travel in a way that contributes least to congestion. 

4.12 Policy Option 2 seeks to deliver a step change in cycling in larger urban areas.  
The consultation material points out that 43% of journeys to work in Hertfordshire 
are less than 10 miles and, in larger towns, cycling to work rates are low, with only 
6% of those who live and work in the same town choosing to cycle and concludes 
that there is considerable potential to improve this on condition that safer, more 
attractive cycling environments are provided, which would entail increased local 
funding.  Members may wish to support this approach provided that appropriate 
funding is made available. 

4.13 Policy Option 3 seeks to achieve greater facilitation and support for shared 
mobility including car clubs, bike hire, car pooling and lift sharing. Technology has 
allowed shared mobility to flourish in large cities, particularly London.  It is argued 
that as more people choose to live in Hertfordshire but commute to London, where 
shared mobility options are familiar, demand for these services locally could 
increase.  These options could encourage reduced car ownership and use by 
making genuinely flexible alternatives to car ownership and travel available.  
Options for achieving this include developing a shared mobility strategy, with 
support for infrastructure such as car club bays and bike share stations and through 
other means such as promotion, marketing, individual travel planning and 
encouraging local employers.  This could be supported by policies in local plans to 
ensure that these initiatives are supported in new developments.  For these 
reasons, members may wish to support this policy option. 

4.14 Policy Option 4 is concerned with enhancing public transport connectivity between 
towns through bus priority measures.  The consultation material points out that bus 
usage in Hertfordshire is very low – only 3% of people use the bus to get to work, 
compared with the national average of 7%.  In the short to medium term the 
introduction of bus priority measures (such as priority at traffic signals and bus only 
access) is proposed as way to shorten journey times and improve the attractiveness 
of local bus services.  It is pointed out that, without priority measures, buses will just 
get caught up in worsening congestion caused by cars and so become even less 
attractive.   The consultation document indicates a possible priority bus network for 
connecting towns in Hertfordshire. Locally it links Hatfield and Welwyn Garden City 
to: 

  Stevenage via Welwyn, Oaklands and Mardley Heath and Woolmer Green; 

 Hertford, Ware and Harlow; 

 St Albans 

4.15 This network would be subject to refinement.  The consultation asks the question 
“do you support the adoption of a policy to enhance public transport connectivity 
between towns through bus priority measures?”  Members may wish to support this 
approach to improving bus links between towns.  At the more local scale, bus 
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priority measures can also improve the attractiveness of local services within towns 
as well.  In line with earlier suggested comments regarding Principles and 
Objectives, members may wish to make a comment to this effect. 

4.16 Longer term, the transport vision is considering the possibility of a bus rapid transit 
scheme, which is discussed later in this report.   

4.17 Policy Option 5 is concerned with setting up a priority traffic management network 
across Hertfordshire. The consultation document notes that population growth over 
the next 15 years is set to place great demands on the county’s roads, with the 
greatest pressure likely to be felt on the motorway network and on main A-roads. 
Worsening congestion will result in longer and more unreliable journey times. 
Pressure on the motorway and A-road network will mean that unplanned events 
such as road closures due to accidents, which divert traffic onto alternative local 
routes, will have a greater impact. Over time this could lead to damage to the local 
economy and to people’s quality of life in general. 

4.18 Pending any radical new technology interventions, during the next 15-20 years the 
County Council identifies the need to continue to upgrade the county’s roads, 
making best use of the routes and links already in place. In particular the need to 
address the impact of new housing and business developments in areas that are 
already congested is identified. 

4.19 This Policy Option focuses on greater investment in intelligent technologies for 
managing traffic flows throughout the county, including traffic signals and cameras 
at road junctions and variable message signs allowing drivers to be alerted to 
problems elsewhere on the road network so that they can plan their journeys 
accordingly. This initiative would focus on routes linking major towns that are under 
the greatest pressure, and see the County Council working jointly with Highways 
England with regard to the motorways. Fig.8 of the document shows a possible 
priority traffic management network for the county, including routes such as the 
A1001 and B197 through Welwyn Hatfield which function as diversion routes from 
the A1(M). 

4.20 This Policy Option can be readily supported, however it is not immediately clear 
how what is being proposed differs from the current systems in place or how much 
more can be achieved through use of the identified technologies alone. Members 
may wish to note this and to draw attention to other routes which could be included 
on the traffic management map at Fig.8, particularly the A1000 and B156 at Cuffley 
which function as motorway diversion alternative routes at times. 

4.21 Policy Option 6 deals with Growth and Transport Plans, to be prepared by the 
County Council, which will consider how proposed LTP objectives can be delivered 
at a local level. These plans will cover areas of the county, including key transport 
corridors, rather than specific towns. By working with Hertfordshire’s district and 
borough councils and using their local knowledge, the plans will look to identify 
where transport schemes are required and what local funding is available to pay for 
them. 

4.22 The Growth and Transport Plans will form part of the new Local Transport Plan 
(LTP4). The plan for South West Hertfordshire is underway and is expected to be 
delivered first, with other areas of the county to follow in future years. A plan for the 
A1(M) corridor, including routes through Welwyn Hatfield, is understood to be an 
early priority. Little is known at this stage about the proposed content of the Growth 
and Transport Plans. 
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4.23 The consultation document poses the question; “Do you support the policy to 
develop a series of local Growth and Transport Plans?” Members may wish to 
indicate their support for this policy, also to stress the importance of the A1(M) 
corridor to housing growth and the local economy, and particularly the intersection 
of the A1(M) and the key east-west A414 corridor within Welwyn Hatfield. Members 
may also wish to seek further details around the likely timing, structure and content 
of any Growth and Transport Plan affecting Welwyn Hatfield as soon as these are 
available.   

Major Schemes 

4.24 The new LTP will include a number of new major strategic projects comparable to 
those delivered in previous LTPs. These schemes have been developed using 
Department for Transport guidance on scheme appraisal and business case 
development. HCC state that a long list of schemes has been reduced to a short 
list, and that the COMET model has been used to test these short-listed schemes, 
leading to a preferred package. The preferred package seeks to support the current 
patterns of growth and travel behaviour in the county whilst also encouraging the 
development of a more sustainable transport system less reliant on car use in the 
future. 

4.25 The consultation document states that the preferred package is not a complete list 
of all the major schemes required to address the county’s transport challenges. 
More schemes will be identified in the next few years, arising from further studies 
and work undertaken by other agencies such as Highways England and Network 
Rail. 

4.26 The preferred schemes are under five headings and are focused on the county’s 
larger settlements and the central east-west corridor; this is due to the scale of 
transport challenges faced in these locations, their strategic and economic 
importance to the county, and the scale of future growth planned in and around 
them. Consultees are invited to state their level of agreement to the schemes being 
included in the new LTP strategy, on a five point scale from ‘’Strongly Agree’ to 
‘Strongly Disagree’. 

4.27 The first scheme heading (MS1) deals with ‘Sustainable Travel Towns’. This 
‘scheme’ in fact comprises four separate major projects, for Hemel Hempstead, 
Watford, Stevenage and St Albans. It focuses on reducing the need to travel overall 
and increasing the proportion of journeys made by sustainable modes (on foot, by 
bicycle (including cycle hire), by public transport or via schemes such as car clubs). 
A package of initiatives would be identified, tailored to the circumstances of each 
town/city.  

4.28 Whilst previous LTPs have encouraged the take-up of sustainable modes of travel, 
the County Council’s thinking is to produce a ‘step change’ in this for the four towns 
identified. The scheme is seen as contributing significantly to the LTP objectives 
through; reduction in private vehicle use for shorter trips (with associated 
improvements in air quality); increased proportion of shorter trips made on foot or 
by cycle (with associated benefits to public health through increased physical 
activity); scope for enhanced public realm in town centres, and improved 
connectivity between key destinations. 

4.29 The timescale for implementation of these projects is identified as funding 
dependent, but with some delivery taking place before 2021. Project costs are 
indicated as between £5m and £10m pounds for each town as a minimum. 
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4.30 The principles of travel reduction and promotion of sustainable modes can be 
readily supported as a major part of the County Council’s overall transport strategy. 
There is a question however, as to whether the focus of investment should be on 
the county’s four largest towns to the exclusion of other locations (including Welwyn 
Garden City and Hatfield, which earlier in the consultation document are defined as 
Primary Urban Centres, is appropriate). 

4.31 Whilst the principle underlying this is no doubt to focus investment in the largest and 
most congested urban areas in meaningful tranches, rather than to spread available 
funds too thinly to make any significant difference on the ground, there must be a 
risk that other centres are effectively starved of funds to promote sustainable 
transport. It should also be noted that the Local Plan housing growth currently 
proposed by Welwyn Hatfield, at just over 12,000 dwellings to 2032, exceeds that 
proposed by some other districts, such as St Albans, which would benefit from the 
Sustainable Travel Towns scheme. In the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan around 5,000 
dwellings are proposed at Welwyn Garden City and around 3,000 at Hatfield 
(excluding Symondshyde new village). Provision and enhancement of sustainable 
transport links between these large strategic sites and town centres, stations and 
employment areas will be essential to the success of these developments.  

4.32 The idea of developing a ‘sustainable travel town’ could have immediate relevance 
in particular for Hatfield, with the Hatfield 2030+ renewal project underway and 
identifying improving connectivity within the town as a key project area. One of the 
ideas in the County Council’s consultation document, that of freeing up wide road 
spaces for use by sustainable modes, could have particular relevance for some of 
the road links around Hatfield Town Centre. This could also link to Hatfield’s 
potential role in any future bus rapid transit network (see MS5 below). Accordingly, 
members may wish to make representations to this effect.  

4.33 The second scheme heading (MS2) deals with Access Improvements to East 
Hemel Hempstead. Substantial Local Plan growth is being allocated to this area in 
the plans of both Dacorum and St Albans Councils, with up to 3,500 dwellings 
mixed with some employment uses being proposed in the period up to 2031. The 
area around Maylands Business Park in eastern Hemel Hempstead already suffers 
from significant congestion, which will be exacerbated with the proposed growth. 
The project suggested by the consultation document is a major upgrade of the A414 
junction with Green Lane in east Hemel Hempstead at a cost of £50 - £70 million. A 
more comprehensive highway solution could cost substantially more than this, 
possibly involving upgrades to the nearby M1 junctions. Such solutions may be 
more likely to come into play after the end of the Local Plan period. As the effect of 
MS2 on Welwyn Hatfield is less direct than that of the other identified schemes, 
members may wish to provide a neutral comment in response to the consultation. 

4.34 The third scheme heading (MS3) is titled Hertford Bypass and Sustainable 
Travel Town. The County Council identifies that traffic congestion on the A414 
through Hertford is constraining the level of housing growth that can be delivered in 
the area without a severe deterioration in journey times and reliability. Alternative 
potential solutions to this problem have been looked at, including small scale 
improvements along the existing A414 through Hertford, and measures to 
encourage modal shift alone. The County Council however has reached the 
conclusion that these measures in themselves would not adequately address the 
problems caused by traffic congestion in the town. 
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4.35 In light of the above, a dual-carriageway bypass of Hertford is proposed, linking a 
junction on the A414 west of the town with the A10 to the east. The route of this 
could be to the north or south of Hertford, and the bypass could serve intermediate 
junctions with local roads. Capacity would be freed up on the existing A414 through 
Hertford, which could then provide space for other modes (walking, cycling and 
public transport) and for enhanced public realm. The County Council is therefore 
recommending that the bypass construction is coupled with a Sustainable Travel 
Town approach effectively adding Hertford to the list of Sustainable Travel Towns 
identified under MS1. The estimated cost of this scheme, based on a southern 
bypass route, is between £155m and £175m. 

4.36 Given that improvement of journey times to and through Hertford would be of 
benefit to residents of Welwyn Hatfield and to the local economy, members may 
wish to express a measure of support for these proposals. This could be subject to 
certain provisos, first of which might be that the construction of a Hertford bypass 
does not simply shift the congestion problem to the A414 in Welwyn Hatfield, 
particularly through adding to existing and future congestion around J4 of the A1(M) 
and Oldings Corner; no long term solution has yet been devised for these junctions. 
Another proviso, as discussed at 4.31 to 4.33 above, is that Welwyn Garden City 
and Hatfield are also strong candidates for the Sustainable Travel Towns approach, 
both being anticipated to provide a much higher level of Local Plan housing growth 
than Hertford. Indeed, a significant part of Local Plan growth in East Hertfordshire 
District will rely on the transport network in and around Welwyn Garden City, due to 
the allocation of land east of the town at Birchall. 

4.37 The fourth scheme heading (MS4) deals with A414 Corridor Junction Upgrades. 
Scheme MS3 is clearly linked to this scheme, which identifies a series of potential 
projects along the A414 north of Harlow, at Hertford, Hatfield, Colney Heath, 
London Colney, Park Street and east Hemel Hempstead. The consultation 
document recognises that the combined impact of housing and employment growth 
along the A414 corridor, coupled with highway capacity improvements at Hertford 
and Harlow, will mean significantly more traffic on the A414 in future, putting 
pressure on junctions along the route. MS4 itself concerns those junctions along the 
A414 where there are currently no planned improvements, but where COMET traffic 
modelling indicates major improvements will be required in the next 15 years. Two 
of these three locations are in Welwyn Hatfield, at the A1(M) J4/A414/A1001/A6129 
roundabout (Jack Olding’s) and at the A414/Great North Road roundabout 
immediately to the east (Olding’s East). The third location is the A414/A1081 
roundabout at London Colney. 

4.38 An improvement scheme for Olding’s East has been provisionally identified, 
involving an extra westbound lane on the A414 approach to the junction, thereby 
limiting tailbacks towards Hertford. A sum of £75m to £100m is indicated for the 
costs of the Oldings East and London Colney schemes combined. As the 
consultation document states, a viable solution for Jack Olding’s roundabout is yet 
to be identified, and will be required in order to avoid forecast future serious delays 
and to discourage traffic from diverting onto local roads as a result of those delays. 
The County Council states that existing land uses around Jack Olding’s, the local 
topography and the interaction of local traffic with strategic traffic on the A1(M) 
mean there is no straightforward solution to this problem and that any option is 
likely to be “very expensive”. The sum indicated for such a project is in excess of 
£250 million. 
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4.39 In the light of the significance of A1(M) J4, Jack Olding’s roundabout and the A414 
approach from Hertford to the local economy and to the proposed distribution of 
Local Plan growth in Welwyn Hatfield, members may wish to offer strong support to 
scheme MS4, and stress the importance of continuing to work to establish the 
nature of, and programme for, a long term solution to problems of congestion in this 
area. 

4.40 Scheme MS5 is concerned with the creation of a Hertfordshire Bus Rapid 
Transport Network. This scheme is intended to address some of the east-west 
connectivity deficiencies in the county and to support growth coming forward in local 
plans to 2031 and beyond. Two bus rapid transport routes are proposed, one linking 
Hemel Hempstead to Hertford via St Albans, Hatfield and Welwyn Garden City, the 
other connecting Watford town centre with St Albans. These routes would comprise 
sections of dedicated bus lane, segregated from general traffic, with bus priority 
measures (e.g. at traffic lights) elsewhere along the route, to deliver improved 
journey times and reliability for public transport users. 

4.41 Bus rapid transit is more affordable than heavy or light rail and more flexible in how 
it can be delivered and operated, since routes can be added to incrementally. 
Special bus design would enable running on separate guided tracks as well as on 
roads. The benefits of this scheme would be expected to be seen in terms of 
improved connectivity with towns and main north-south rail links, modal shift away 
from car use and consequent improvements in air quality.  

4.42 The County Council suggests that elements of the scheme could be realised before 
2031, though a fully operational scheme is unlikely to be achieved until after that 
date. Costs are estimated at £3m -7m per km, so that the Hemel Hempstead to 
Hertford route could cost in the region of £240m. 

4.43 There is some history to attempts to establish a sustainable east-west transport link 
in Hertfordshire, dating back to the late 1990s and Central Hertfordshire Passenger 
Transport System (CHPTS). Whilst broadly supported, these attempts have not so 
far progressed, due to such factors as the practical challenges of providing 
dedicated bus lanes on key heavily-trafficked road routes, and differing priorities 
between the local authorities involved. The implementation of a successful scheme 
would however bring distinct benefits to local residents and the local economy and 
members may wish to offer strong support to scheme MS5. Members may also 
wish to point to the opportunities potentially available in Hatfield for such a route, in 
conjunction with Hatfield 2030+ initiatives, and to the importance of a rapid transit 
link to Welwyn Garden City from the main east – west route through Hatfield, as this 
is not clearly indicated on the diagram in the consultation document at Fig.10.   

Delivering the Strategy and achieving Modal Shift 

4.44 The concluding section of the consultation document reflects on the policy 
approaches needed to bring about modal shift. These potentially comprise not only 
policies to invest in and promote sustainable transport infrastructure, but also 
policies to discourage car use where there are other more sustainable modes 
available. These policies could include workplace parking levy schemes and 
restricting car parking spaces in urban centres. 

4.45 The final question of the consultation document asks consultees to suggest 
particular policies which Hertfordshire might adopt to assist in bringing about modal 
shift. Members are asked to consider whether they wish to make comments on an 
appropriate policy approach. 
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5. Link to Corporate Priorities 

5.1 The Council’s Business Plan 2015-2018 contains corporate priorities to allow for 
sustainable growth that protects our environment and heritage, help build a strong 
local economy, and maintain a safe and healthy community. Responding to this 
consultation on the future of transport in the county will help the Council to meet 
these priorities effectively. 

6. Legal Implication(s) 

6.1 There are no specific legal implications arising from this report.  

7. Financial Implication(s) 

7.1 There are no specific financial implications arising from this report.  

8. Risk Management Implications 

8.1 There is a risk in not responding to Hertfordshire County Council’s consultation 
document as it raises several areas of opportunity and concern, and its proposals 
could have both direct and indirect implications for Welwyn Hatfield.  

9. Security and Terrorism Implication(s) 

9.1 There are no security and terrorism implications arising directly as a result of this 
report. 

10. Procurement Implication(s) 

10.1 There are no procurement implications arising directly as a result of this report. 

11. Climate Change Implication(s) 

11.1 No climate change implications have been identified resulting from this report. 
Although the new Local Transport Plan will clearly have an impact on emissions 
and on climate change, this will be assessed by the County Council as part of the 
preparation of that Plan. 

12. Policy Implications 

12.1 Paragraphs 29 to 41 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) deal with 
promoting sustainable transport. Paragraph 29 states that transport policies have 
an important role to play in facilitating sustainable development but also in 
contributing to wider sustainability and health objectives. 

12.2 This Council’s Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission document (August 2016) 
contains Policy SP4 on Transport and Travel, which sets out the Council’s intention 
to support both planned growth and existing development with appropriate transport 
infrastructure. The policy also commits the Council to work together with the County 
Council and other relevant bodies to design and fund improvements to transport 
infrastructure where necessary. .           
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 13. Equality and Diversity 

13.1 I confirm that an Equalities Impact Assessment has not been carried out, as this 
report refers solely to the emerging policy and proposals of another authority. 

 
Simon Chivers/Paul Everard 
Planning Policy 
22 November 2016 

 
Appendices 
 
Appendix A – LTP Objectives and Principles, extract from Local Transport Vision 2050 
Consultation Document 
 
Background Papers 
 

 Transport Vision 2050 consultation document (September 2016) at 
 http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/your-council/consult/transportconsult/TV2050/ with 
supporting strategic impact assessments and evidence base documents. 
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Improve access to International Gateways and  
regional centres outside of Hertfordshire

Enhanced connectivity between Primary Urban 
Centres in Hertfordshire

Improve accessibility between employers and 
their labour markets

Enhance journey reliability and network 
resilience across Hertfordshire

Enhance the Quality and Vitality of Town Centres

Preserve the character and quality of the 
Hertfordshire environment

Reduce Carbon Emissions

Making journeys and their impact safer and 
healthier

Improving access and enabling participation in 
everyday life through transport

LTP Objectives and Principles
Our Vision for Hertfordshire focuses on how our future 
transport policy can protect and enhance three key 
aspects of life in the county over the coming years:

• We want to enable increased prosperity

• We want to contribute to vibrant, attractive and 
sustainable places

• We want to support people to live safe, healthy and 
fulfilling lives

*Primary Urban Centres within the county are defined 
as Hatfield, Hemel Hempstead, St Albans, Stevenage, 
Watford and Welwyn Garden City. Outside the county 
Luton is identified as a Primary Urban Centre.  
This is based on a consideration of population, 
agglomeration potential, current economic/
employment importance, future housing growth and 
existing travel patterns.

Fig. 5: LTP Vision and Objectives
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Part I 
Main author: Paul Everard 
Executive Member: AL Perkins 
All Wards 

 
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET HOUSING AND PLANNING PANEL – 1 DECEMBER 2016 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

GOVIA THAMESLINK RAIL 2018 TIMETABLE CONSULTATION 

1 Executive Summary 

1.1 Govia Thameslink Rail is carrying out public consultation into revisions to railway 
timetables from May 2018 which will include changes to services serving stations 
in Welwyn Hatfield, including the integration of most fast services into the 
Thameslink network providing direct trains to central London and beyond. 

1.2 It is suggested that Members may wish to comment that the Council supports 
improvements to the range of destinations to be served; that the Council objects 
to the reduction in the numbers of seats in the trains being phased in for the new 
services; that the Council objects to the relative lack of improvement to fast 
services, suggesting that more fast trains should call at Welwyn Garden City and 
Hatfield; and that the Council objects to the proposed reduction in the frequency 
of services calling at Welham Green and Brookmans Park stations. 

2 Recommendation(s) 

2.1 (i) That the comments set out in paragraphs 3.11 to 3.14 of this report form 
 the basis of the Council’s response to the GTR 2018 Timetable 
 Consultation. 

2.2 (ii) That the Head of Planning be given delegated authority to agree the final 
 response to the consultation with the Executive Member for Planning. 

3 Explanation 

3.1 As from May 2018, Govia Thameslink Rail (GTR), which holds the franchise for 
Thameslink, Southern and Great Northern train services, including all train 
services calling at stations in Welwyn Hatfield, intends to introduce significant 
changes to train timetables across its network, many of which will affect trains 
serving Welwyn Hatfield.  Public consultation on these changes finishes on 8 
December 2016.  This is Phase 1 of GTR’s consultation, which concerns 
services between 0700 and 2200.  Following this consultation, GTR will be 
evaluating responses and carrying out further timetable evaluation to develop 
complete timetables for all services.  These will be the subject of Phase 2 
consultation in late spring / early summer 2017. 

3.2 The most important change to affect services from May 2018 is that most of the 
Great Northern services that currently terminate at King’s Cross will be integrated 
into the Thameslink network running through London to destinations in Kent, 
Surrey, Sussex and south London.  This is the culmination of what was originally 
intended to be the Thameslink 2000 project which was first mooted in the 1990s.  
Changes are also being made to stopping services that terminate at Moorgate.  
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3.3 In the run-up to, and coinciding with, this timetable change will be the introduction 
of newer rolling stock (much of it brand new) to replace existing stock, most of 
which was made in the 1970s and 80s.  Substantially more carriages will be 
made available to serve the whole GTR franchise area. 

3.4 Most fast trains calling at Welwyn North, Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield will, 
under these new proposals, run via the Thameslink core through central London 
(calling at St Pancras International, Farringdon, City Thameslink, Blackfriars and 
London Bridge) to Maidstone East or, in the peak, Sevenoaks.  This significantly 
increases the number of destinations served (particularly in Central London) 
without changing trains as well as enabling changes onto the Elizabeth Line 
(Crossrail) at Farringdon. The only exceptions to this appear to be two trains per 
hour in the peak that will call at Welwyn North and King’s Cross. 

3.5 Stopping services to and from Moorgate calling Welwyn Garden City, Hatfield, 
Welham Green and Brookmans Park on the East Coast Main Line (ECML) and 
Cuffley (on the Hertford Loop) will be provided with entirely new rolling stock.   

Stopping patterns and frequencies 

3.6 An important change to the proposed service pattern is that all fast trains serving 
Welwyn North, Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield will run towards or away from 
Cambridge.  It will no longer be possible to get direct trains to stations from 
Arlesey to Peterborough, but it will be possible to change at Stevenage or 
Hitchin. 

3.7 Details of changes to the frequency of trains serving stations in Welwyn Hatfield 
are set out at Appendix A to this report.   

3.8 For fast trains (as shown in Appendix A1), there is no improvement to the 
frequency of trains serving Welwyn Garden City in the peak or off-peak.  Hatfield 
gains three fast trains in the peak, which is an advantage of the new service, but 
means that these three trains will also take longer to get to London from Welwyn 
Garden City (especially so since they will be calling at Potters Bar as well).  
Welwyn North gains two fast trains in the peak, but there are no other changes. 
The existing arrangement of an hourly fast service on Sundays remains.   

3.9 For slow (Moorgate) trains (as shown in Appendix A2), Welwyn Garden City and 
Hatfield benefit from more frequent peak and off-peak services.  Off-peak 
Monday to Saturday services increase from three trains per hour (tph) to 4 tph 
and the Sunday service doubles from 2 tph to 4 tph.  Welham Green and 
Brookmans Park also benefit from the same improvement to peak services.  
However, their off-peak Monday to Saturday service is reduced from 3 tph to 
2tph, but their Sunday service is 4 tph.  Cuffley stands to benefit from 
substantially improved services in the peak and off peak and at weekends.  The 
only disbenefit for Cuffley is that it is proposed that there will be no train service 
between Watton-at-Stone and Stevenage until a new terminating platform is built 
at Stevenage.  Existing platform capacity at Stevenage cannot accommodate 
both the proposed enhancements to mainline services and services terminating 
from the Hertford Loop.  It is proposed that there will be a rail-replacement bus 
service from Hertford North to Stevenage instead until the new terminating 
platform has been completed. 

Rolling stock 
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3.10 The updates to rolling stock that are already starting to be phased in are likely to 
be beneficial in terms of the reliability of the service, facilities on the train and 
accessibility for disabled people.  However, it should be noted that the newer 
rolling stock will have substantially fewer seats than existing units (up to 30% in 
some cases), so more passengers will be expected to stand at busy times.  For 
an eight-car train this could equate to a reduction of some 138 seats.  Because 
all of the trains that are to be used in future are either already in existence or in 
the process of being built, there is unfortunately no prospect that this lack of 
seating can be changed.  Most of the peak train services proposed are already at 
the maximum length that can be accommodated at platforms at Welwyn 
Hatfield’s stations, so it would not be possible to run longer trains to mitigate this 
problem 

Suggested comments on the consultation proposals 

3.11 Support the improvement in the range of destinations served by fast trains. 
Members may wish to support the fact that fast Thameslink trains calling at 
Welwyn North, Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield will call at several stations in 
central London, whilst expressing disappointment that it is proposed they will all 
be routed to Maidstone East and Sevenoaks (some peak services) rather than 
more useful destinations such as Gatwick Airport. 

3.12 Object to the reduction in the number of seats on trains being introduced to local 
services.  Members may wish to object to the reduction in the amount of seating 
on new trains and trains that are being phased in which, in the light of the 
relatively slight improvements to fast services, will inevitably lead to more 
passengers having to stand on peak time services. 

3.13 Object to the relative lack of improvement in fast services calling at Welwyn 
North, Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield.  The relatively small gains in the 
numbers of trains serving these stations (with no improvements at all for Welwyn 
Garden City) are disappointing.  Stevenage and Hitchin are both benefiting 
considerably more from Thameslink-related improvements, with substantial gains 
for peak services and a doubling in the frequency of their fast off-peak services to 
London and beyond (Mondays to Saturdays).  They will also benefit by having a 
wider range of destinations served, including the more useful Gatwick Airport.  At 
12,000 dwellings from 2013 to 2032, the level of housing growth proposed for 
Welwyn Hatfield in the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission is considerably 
higher than the growth proposed at Stevenage (7,600 dwellings from 2011 to 
2031) and in a similar range to that proposed for North Hertfordshire (14,000, 
excluding an element to meet Luton’s needs, from 2011 to 2031).  Accordingly, 
Members may wish to object to the relative lack of improvement in fast services 
and ask that, in light of the amount of growth being proposed for Welwyn Hatfield 
and the reduction in the number of seats available in the new trains, more fast 
trains should call at Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield as is proposed for 
Stevenage and Hitchin. By the same token, the proposed hourly Sunday service 
should be improved to at least two trains per hour. 

3.14 Object to the reduction in the frequency of trains calling at Brookmans Park and 
Welham Green.  Members may wish to express the view that they object to the 
proposed reduction of the frequency of off peak Moorgate trains to 2 tph for 
Brookmans Park and Welham Green Mondays to Saturdays and that these 
stations should benefit from the improved level of service proposed for Welwyn 
Garden City and Hatfield. 
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Implications 

4 Legal Implication(s) 

4.1 There are no legal implications arising as a direct result of the timetable 
consultation. 

5 Financial Implication(s) 

5.1 There are no financial implications arising as a direct result of the timetable 
consultation. 

6 Risk Management Implications 

6.1 There are no risk management implications arising as a direct result of the 
timetable consultation. 

7 Security & Terrorism Implication(s) 

7.1 There are no security and terrorism implications arising as a direct result of the 
timetable consultation. 

8 Procurement Implication(s) 

8.1 There are no procurement implications arising as a direct result of the timetable 
consultation. 

9 Climate Change Implication(s) 

9.1 To the extent that improved train services might encourage people to travel by 
train rather than by car, the proposals set out in this consultation might make a 
contribution towards reducing the rate of climate change. 

10 Policy Implication(s) 

10.1 There are no policy implications arising directly as a result of this consultation.  
However, improvements to access by train are likely to benefit the local economy 
by making the borough more attractive to external investors. 

11 Link to Corporate Priorities 

11.1 The subject of this report is linked to the Council’s Corporate Priority meet the 
borough’s housing needs, and specifically to the achievement of plan for the 
needs of our communities because people need a good quality train service in 
order to get around. 

11.2 The subject of this report is linked to the Council’s Corporate Priority help build a  
strong local economy and specifically to the achievement of promote the borough 
as an attractive place in which to invest because a good quality train service 
helps to increase the attractiveness of the borough to external investors. 

12 Equality and Diversity 
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12.1 An Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) has not been carried out in connection with 
the proposals that are set out in this report because the proposals are not being 
made in connection with a council service. 

 
 
Name of author Paul Everard  
Title Principal Planner - Planning Policy  
Date 22 November 2016 
 
Appendix  

Appendix A – Proposed Service Pattern, modified from information supplied by 
Hertfordshire County Council. 

 
Background papers  

GTR 2018 Timetable Consultation http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/your-
journey/timetable-consultation  
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LTP Objectives and Principles 

Extract from Transport Vision 2050 Consultation Document 
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Appendix A Proposed Service Pattern  
 
Key / Notes to Appendices A1 and A2 
 
 
Appendices A1 and A2 set out the proposed 2018 timetable for each of the 
four service patterns which directly affect Hertfordshire. The diagrams focus 
on services to London, and omit services northwards e.g. to Peterborough 
and Cambridge. 
 
Key to diagrams: 
 
TL1 – service patterns shown in GTR consultation document 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Destinations: 
 
Brighton Existing destinations  
 
Rainham New destinations 
 
Kings Cross Destinations no longer served  
 
 
 
 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

36 12 8 8 

+12 +1 +2 +2 

 

Peak = 07.00 – 09.59 High Peak  

= 08.00 – 08.59 

Monday – Saturday 

Off Peak  

(10.00 – 15.59) 

No. of trains in  

3 hour period 

No. of trains in peak 

hour 

No. of trains per hour 

Sunday 

Change from current 

timetable 
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Appendix A1 Proposed Service Pattern – Great Northern 
   TL5 / TL6 / TL7 / TL8 / GN2 / GN3

Royston 

Letchworth 

Hitchin 

Stevenage 

Knebworth 

Welwyn North 

Welwyn Garden City 

Hatfield 

Potters Bar 

Baldock 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

10 6 2 1 

+2 n/c n/c n/c 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

12 4 2 1 

+3 +2 n/c n/c 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

18 6 4 2 

+1 +2 +2 n/c 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

12 4 2 1 

n/c n/c n/c n/c 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

12 4 2 1 

+2 +1 n/c n/c 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

12 4 2 1 

+3 +1 +1 -1 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

24 8 6 4 

+6 +1 +2 n/c 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

24 8 6 4 

+4 n/c +2 +1 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

24 8 4 2 

+7 +1 +2 n/c 

 

Excludes Great Northern Metro 

services (see Appendix 1(c)) 

St Pancras / Thameslink core 

Maidstone East / Sevenoaks (peak 

hours only from Welwyn North, 

WGC and Hatfield) 

Kings Cross 

Kings Cross (some peak and 

Sunday services only 
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Appendix A2 Proposed Service Pattern – Great Northern Metro 
   GN4.1 / GN4.2 / GN5

Stevenage 

Potters Bar 

Brookmans 
Park 

Welham Green 

Hatfield 

Welwyn 
Garden City 

Hitchin 

Letchworth 

Watton at Stone 

Hertford North 

Bayford 

Cuffley 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

12 4 4 4 

+2 n/c +1 +2 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

12 4 2 4 

+2 n/c -1 +2 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

12 4 4 4 

+2 n/c +1 +2 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

18 6 4 6 

+10 +3 +1 +4 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

18 6 6 6 

+3 n/c +3 +4 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

0 0 0 0 

-2 n/c -1 n/c 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

6 2 2 2 

-1 +1 +1 +1 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

6 2 2 2 

-1 +1 +1 +1 

 

Peak High 

Peak 

M – S Sun 

18 6 6 6 

+3 n/c +3 +4 

 

Moorgate Excludes Great Northern Mainline 

services (see Appendix A1) 

* Services between Watton at Stone 

and Stevenage will be replaced by 

buses until the Stevenage fifth 

platform is built. 

* 
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Part I 
Main author: Paul Everard 
Executive Member: AL Perkins 
All Wards 

 
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET HOUSING AND PLANNING PANEL – 1 DECEMBER 2016 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

RESPONSE TO EAST HERTS COUNCIL – PRE-SUBMISSION LOCAL PLAN 
CONSULTATION 

1 Executive Summary 

1.1 East Herts District Council is carrying out public consultation for the Pre-
 Submission version of its District Plan which is a comprehensive single plan and 
includes a development strategy for the period to 2033, making provision for new 
dwellings, employment and retail floorspace and urban extensions. 

1.2 East Herts previously carried out consultation on its preferred options early in 
2014 for its Local Plan.  This included the identification of a broad location for 
growth described as East of Welwyn Garden City which formed part of a larger 
site together with land within Welwyn Hatfield.  The current consultation runs for 
six weeks and closes on 15th December 2016. 

1.3 It is suggested that Members may wish to comment that the Council supports the 
Development Strategy, the approach to the development of Birchall Garden 
Suburb, education, wastewater treatment and infrastructure delivery subject to 
some minor changes being made. 

2 Recommendation(s) 

2.1 That the panel: 

i. Approve the comments set out in section 3 of this report for inclusion in 
this Council’s response to the East Herts District Plan consultation; 

ii. That the Head of Planning be given delegated authority to agree the final 
response to the consultation with the Executive Member for Planning. 

3 Explanation 

3.1 Members may recall that, at its meeting of 10 April 2014, Cabinet Housing and 
Planning Panel considered a report on the East Herts District Plan Preferred 
Options Consultation.  This Council subsequently made a number of comments 
to East Hertfordshire District Council covering a number of issues. Since that 
time there have been a number of Duty to Co-operate meetings on cross 
boundary issues.  

3.2 East Hertfordshire District Council is now carrying out Regulation 19 consultation 
on its local plan, known as the East Herts Pre-Submission District Plan (EHDP).  
This is the stage of plan consultation that this Council has recently carried out 
with the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission, which closed on 
24 October 2016.  As such East Herts Council’s timetable for reaching adoption 
of their plan is very similar to this Council’s. 
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3.3 The plan period is 2011 to 2033 and the EHDP is out for public consultation until 
15 December 2016.  As with this Council’s recent consultation, comments on the 
EHDP need to be directed at whether or not it is legally compliant and sound. 

3.4 The Development Strategy for the EHDP involves providing for a minimum of 
16,390 new homes to 2033, but identifies sites capable of delivering 18,040, 
encouraging the provision of an additional 13,700 square metres of retail 
floorspace and maximising opportunities for jobs growth to achieve an additional 
435 to 505 jobs each year.  It involves the release of approximately 6% of the 
district’s Green Belt land (though it should be noted that much of East 
Hertfordshire is not in the Green Belt), with some major urban extensions to 
provide new housing including nearly 3,300 homes around Bishop’s Stortford, 
550 west of Hertford, 1,000 homes north and east of Ware, 3,050 homes at 
Gilston (north of Harlow) and 1,350 homes at East of Welwyn Garden City (part 
of the proposed Birchall Garden Suburb). 

Chapter 3 – Development Strategy 

3.5 The approach of the development strategy is generally supported, but there are a 
number detailed matters for which it is recommended be made in supporting East 
Herts in this context. 

3.6 As regards East Herts’ background evidence for housing growth, it is noted that 
the West Essex/East Herts Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) 2015 
concludes that East Hertfordshire, Epping Forest, Harlow and Uttlesford 
represent the most appropriate “best fit” for the West Essex and East 
Hertfordshire HMA. However, it also highlights that due to the complexities of the 
functional housing market areas in the region, East Hertfordshire will need to 
maintain dialogue with Broxbourne, Welwyn Hatfield and other Hertfordshire 
authorities. The West Essex/East Herts Economic Evidence 2015 further 
concludes that the core of the West Essex/East Herts Functional Economic 
Market Area coincides with the HMA although there is a fringe area of adjacent 
local authorities, including Welwyn Hatfield.  Those complexities are also 
highlighted in the Welwyn Hatfield SHMA and Economy Study which identify a 
cross boundary housing and economic market relationship between Welwyn 
Hatfield and East Herts (among other areas).   

3.7 It should be noted that the West Essex/East Herts SHMA employs a slightly 
different methodology from the Welwyn Hatfield SHMA.  The former identifies an 
objectively assessed need for housing based on a 10 year migration scenario 
and includes a 20% uplift for market adjustment.   The use of a 10 year migration 
scenario differs from the Welwyn Hatfield SHMA, which uses a 5 year migration 
scenario and also includes an uplift for market adjustment. So the results 
produced by each of the SHMAs have not been derived on an entirely consistent 
basis.  However, in common with this Council’s SHMA, the East Herts approach 
accords with the Planning Practice Guidance. 

3.8 Policy DPS1 - Housing, Employment and Retail Growth indicates that the Plan 
will provide for a minimum of 16,390 new homes from 2011 to 2033, which is the 
same as East Herts’s objectively assessed need for housing (OAN).  This figure 
falls 4.3% or 738 dwellings below the “demographic starting point” which is the 
2012 CLG household projection.  However, it should be noted that Policy DPS3 – 
Housing Supply 2011-2033 sets out a total housing supply (based on sites and a 
windfall allowance) over the same period of 18,040 dwellings, which exceeds the 
both the OAN and the demographic starting point.   
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3.9 In this context, it should be noted that East Herts Council have flagged up their 
intention to carry out an early review of the Plan in the face of new household 
projections.  Paragraph 3.2.7 states that CLG household projections released in 
July 2016 and further SHMA work indicate that the need for housing in East 
Herts by 2033 could be as high as 19,500 dwellings.  For this reason, the 
approach set out in Policy DPS5 – Review of the District Plan, which states that 
East Herts Council will carry out an early review of the plan in order to seek to 
meet additional housing needs arising from CLG projections is supported 
provided this takes place in a timely fashion and involves appropriate discussion 
with this council through the duty to co-operate. On this basis the approach being 
taken in respect of Policies DPS1 DPS3 and DPS5 should be supported. 
Furthermore it is also recommended that this Council formally requests East 
Herts District Council to consider as part of its early review of its Local Plan 
whether it could help contribute to meeting unmet needs of neighbouring 
authorities, including Welwyn Hatfield, in accordance with the NPPF. 

3.10 Concerning economic growth, Policy DPS1 indicates that between 435 and 505 
new jobs will be created each year in East Herts.  Accordingly, the plan proposes 
to provide for an additional 10 to 11 hectares of new employment land.  The 
amount of new employment proposed broadly accords with the baseline runs of 
the East of England Forecasting Model (EEFM) for 2012 and 2014 and is broadly 
supported.  It should be noted, however, that the 2016 baseline run of the EEFM 
forecasts job growth for East Herts of some 19,800 jobs so it would be helpful for 
any future review of the District Plan to review jobs growth and employment land 
requirements as well as seeking to deal with any increase in housing 
requirements. 

3.11 It would be helpful if the Development Strategy made reference to roles of both 
Section 106 and a possible Community Infrastructure Levy as these will be key to 
ensuring that necessary infrastructure is put in place at new developments.  It 
would also be helpful if this section made reference to consideration of 
infrastructure needs jointly with adjoining local authorities where development 
sites cross boundaries (such as at Birchall Garden Suburb). 

Chapter 13 – East of Welwyn Garden City 

3.12 The Birchall Garden Suburb proposal has been promoted by landowner Tarmac 
for a substantial area to the south east and east of Welwyn Garden City, 
straddling the boundary between Welwyn Hatfield and East Herts.  It is 
envisaged that this mixed-use residential-led development would accommodate 
1,200 homes in Welwyn Hatfield and 1,350 in East Herts.  East Herts Council 
and this Council have agreed the wording for a policy on Birchall Garden Suburb, 
which appears in both the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed 
Submission and the East Herts Council Pre-Submission District Plan 
Consultation (as Policy EWEL1).  This is a good example of two local planning 
authorities engaging constructively, actively and on an ongoing basis to 
maximise the effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic 
and cross boundary matters, in line with the duty to co-operate set out in the 
Localism Act 2011. 

3.13 Accordingly, EHDP Policy EWEL1- Land East of Welwyn Garden City is identical 
to Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission Policy SP18 except 
that it refers to a key diagram (Figure 13.1) which differs in some respects from 
the strategy diagram (our Figure 12) to which the Welwyn Hatfield policy refers.  
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It is understood that this is in fact a typographical error and the policy should in 
fact refer to a diagram similar to our Figure 12 which appears in the EHDP as 
Figure 13.2.  However although intended to be an exact copy of our diagram it 
does not include all the annotations on our diagram.  It would be preferable for 
Figure 13.2 to include all of the annotations set out in our Figure 12.  In 
particular, this diagram should include reference to:  

 neighbourhood centres in both the Welwyn Hatfield and East Herts parts 
of the proposed development; 

 vehicular and non-vehicular access points; and 

 an upgraded highway junction where Cole Green Lane and Black Fan 
Road meet. 

3.14 Specifically, in this regard, Members may wish to make a submission to East 
Herts Council in support of the legal compliance and soundness of the EHDP but 
suggesting that Policy EWEL1 should refer to the Strategy Diagram which should 
be revised to be consistent with Figure 12 of the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local 
Plan Proposed Submission.  

Chapter 19 – Community Facilities, Leisure and Recreation 

3.15 The reference in Policy CFLR10 - Education to joint working with neighbouring 
local authorities is welcome, particularly in the context of secondary school 
provision for Welwyn Garden City. 

Chapter 23 - Water 

3.16 The reference to working co-operatively with neighbouring authorities in terms of 
the links to and capacity at Rye Meads Wastewater Treatment Works (set out in 
paragraph 23.6.3) is supported, as development in Welwyn Garden City 
(including at the former Panshanger airfield and Birchall Garden Suburb) and the 
northern villages will contribute to loadings here. 

Chapter 25 - Delivery and Monitoring 

3.17 The approach taken in Policy DEL1 – Infrastructure and Service Delivery is 
supported.  This approach would benefit from some words in the policy or 
supporting text referring to joint working with neighbouring authorities on 
infrastructure required to serve cross-boundary developments. 

Paragraph 25.3.3 mentions that East Herts Council will be considering the 
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy, but it would also be beneficial to 
mention current pooling restrictions for Section 106 contributions, which have a 
bearing on how S106 contributions can be used to fund infrastructure.   

Implications 

4 Legal Implication(s) 

4.1 There are no legal implications arising as a direct result of this consultation. 

5 Financial Implication(s) 
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5.1 There are no financial implications arising as a direct result of the timetable 
consultation. 

6 Risk Management Implications 

6.1 The risks related to this proposal are: 

6.2 If the East Herts District Plan does not proceed to adoption in a timely fashion, 
this could delay the process for the masterplanning and implementation of 
development at Birchall Garden Suburb, including:  

i. The delivery of new homes in Welwyn Hatfield in line with the proposals in 
this council’s Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission; and 

ii. The education provision located in the East Herts part of the development, 
but serving Welwyn Garden City’s needs. 

7 Security & Terrorism Implication(s) 

7.1 There are no security and terrorism implications arising as a direct result of the 
timetable consultation. 

8 Procurement Implication(s) 

8.1 There are no procurement implications arising as a direct result of the timetable 
consultation. 

 

9 Climate Change Implication(s) 

9.1 The East Herts District Plan Pre-Submission requires that all development 
proposals demonstrate how carbon emissions have been minimised. 

10 Policy Implication(s) 

10.1 Subject to some suggested minor amendments, it is suggested that the 
proposals set out in East Herts District Plan Pre-submission Consultation should 
be supported.  It is not suggested that any of the tests of soundness set out in 
the National Planning Policy Framework have not been met.  It is also not 
suggested that the Plan has fallen short as regards the duty to co-operate on 
planning issues that cross administrative boundaries. 

10.2 To ensure that the masterplanning and implementation of development at 
Birchall Garden Suburb takes place in a co-ordinated fashion, it is important that 
the East Herts District Plan is adopted at broadly the same time as the Welwyn 
Hatfield District Plan.  It will be important for East Herts and Welwyn Hatfield to 
work together on the delivery of a shared Supplementary Planning Document to 
ensure that new development can be delivered in a planned and co-ordinated 
manner. 

11 Link to Corporate Priorities 

11.1 The subject of this report is linked to the Council’s Corporate Priority to 
meet the borough’s housing needs, and specifically to the achievement of plan 
for the needs of our communities because it includes a policy jointly agreed with 
this council for the development of Birchall Garden Suburb, which straddles the 
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boundary between Welwyn Hatfield and East Hertfordshire and will provide new 
homes in both local authorities’ areas. 

 

12 Equality and Diversity 

12.1 An Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) has not been carried out in connection with 
the proposals set out in this report because it concerns the proposals of another 
local planning authority. 

 
 
Paul Everard 
Principal Planner – Planning Policy 
 
22 November 2016 
 
 
Background Papers  

East Herts Council – Pre-Submission District Plan Consultation, November 2016 
http://www.eastherts.gov.uk/presubmissiondistrictplan  

National Planning Policy Framework, Department for Communities and Local 
Government, March 2012 http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/  

Planning Practice Guidance, Department for Communities and Local Government 
http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/  
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Appendix A 

LOCAL PLAN PUBLICATION STAGE REPRESENTATION FORM 

North Hertfordshire Proposed Submission Local Plan  

______________________________________________________________________ 

Part B - Please use a separate sheet for each representation 

It is recommended that you read the Guidance Notes provided for an explanation of the terms used in this 

form.  

Name or Organisation: 

3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate? 

 

Paragraph(s)                                     Policy                                            Site  

 

4. Do you Consider the Local Plan is: 
 
    (Please tick as appropriate)        
                                            
i) Legally Compliant                      Yes                                  

                       

ii) Sound                                        Yes                                       

 

If No, which of the Soundness tests does it fail? 

Positively prepared        

Justified         

Effective         

Consistent with National Policy      

 

iii)  Complies with the                      Yes                                 

             Duty to co-operate                                  

 

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan not legally compliant or is unsound or fails to 
comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible. 
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its compliance with the 
duty to co-operate, please also use this box to set out your comments. 

 

We consider the strategy set out in SP1 and SP2 of directing the majority of growth to 

the district’s towns and areas adjoining Luton and Stevenage, whilst also allowing some 

growth of the district’s villages, to be a sound basis on which to meet the district’s 

housing and employment needs and contribute to unmet needs of Stevenage and 

Luton. The strategy will help villages continue to be sustainable places for residents by 

      SP1, SP2                                                                              
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making use of and helping to sustain existing facilities and services.  

The specific growth proposals around Knebworth and Codicote will require supporting 

infrastructure and certain mitigation measures to avoid potential adverse impacts upon 

infrastructure serving communities in both North Herts and Welwyn Hatfield. This is 

addressed in a separate response on Policies SP7, SP10 and the IDP. 

 

       (Continue on a separate sheet if necessary)     
 
6. Please set out what modification (s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant 

or sound, having regard to the test you have identified at question 5 above where this relates to 
soundness. (NB Please note that any non-compliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of 
modification at examination). You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan 
legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised 
wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continue on a separate sheet if necessary) 
Please note your representation should cover concisely all the information, evidence and supporting 
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there 
will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original 
representation at publication stage. 
 
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the 
matters and issues he/she identifies for examination. 
 

 
7. If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral 

part of the examination? 
   

                                                     Yes, I wish to participate at 
                                                      the oral examination 
 

8. If you wish to participate at the oral part of the examination, please outline why you consider this to be 
necessary: 
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Please note the inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those                         
who have indicated that they wish to participate at the oral part of the examination. 

 
9. Do you wish to be notified when the Local Plan is submitted? 
   

                     Yes, I do wish to be notified                                   
     

10. Signature:                                                    Date:   
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Part B - Please use a separate sheet for each representation 

It is recommended that you read the Guidance Notes provided for an explanation of the terms used in this 

form.  

Name or Organisation: 

To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate? 

 

Paragraph(s)                                     Policy                                            Site  

 

Do you Consider the Local Plan is: 
 
    (Please tick as appropriate)        
                                            
iv) Legally Compliant                      Yes                                  

                       

v) Sound                                        Yes                                       

 

If No, which of the Soundness tests does it fail? 

Positively prepared        

Justified         

Effective         

Consistent with National Policy      

 

vi)  Complies with the                      Yes                                 

             Duty to co-operate                                  

 

Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan not legally compliant or is unsound or fails to 
comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible. 

If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its compliance with the 
duty to co-operate, please also use this box to set out your comments. 

 

We consider the approach that has been taken to defining the Functional Economic 

Market Area in which the district resides, and the employment needs arising therein, to 

be sound. Whilst the FEMA largely excludes Welwyn Hatfield, we welcome and support 

paragraph 4.25 supporting Policy SP3 which notes the significant economic relationship 

between North Herts and Welwyn Hatfield. 

SP3 seeks to provide for a much greater employment land area than was set out in the 

      SP3                                                                              
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Preferred Options consultation in 2015. This appears to be driven by the EEFM 2014 

Base Run which indicates a much greater growth in office-based jobs in the district than 

previously projected, and is also intended to help meet a shortfall of employment land in 

Stevenage that is projected to occur towards the end of Stevenage’s plan period. This 

strategy is considered to be appropriate given the strong economic relationships 

between the principal towns in the district and Stevenage. It is also consistent with the 

aspirations for the sub-regional A1M corridor set out in the Hertfordshire Local 

Enterprise Partnership’s Strategic Economic Plan. 

We note that the latest EEFM projections show an increase in projected jobs for North 

Herts in contrast to the EEFM 2014 projections which underpin Policy SP3. We 

recommend that NHDC constantly monitor employment projections and the employment 

land supply position, and use Duty to Cooperate discussions with Welwyn Hatfield to 

consider and respond if necessary to any significant changes in employment projections 

that may arise in the future. 

 

       (Continue on a separate sheet if necessary)     
 
Please set out what modification (s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound, having regard to the test you have identified at question 5 above where this relates to soundness. 
(NB Please note that any non-compliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of modification at 
examination). You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. 
Please be as precise as possible. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continue on a separate sheet if necessary) 
Please note your representation should cover concisely all the information, evidence and supporting 
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there 
will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original 
representation at publication stage. 
 
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the 
matters and issues he/she identifies for examination. 
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Part B - Please use a separate sheet for each representation 
It is recommended that you read the Guidance Notes provided for an explanation of the terms used in this 

form.  

Name or Organisation: 

To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate? 

 

Paragraph(s)                                     Policy                                            Site  

 

Do you Consider the Local Plan is: 
 
    (Please tick as appropriate)        
                                            
vii) Legally Compliant                      Yes                                  

                       

viii) Sound                                        Yes                                       

 

If No, which of the Soundness tests does it fail? 

Positively prepared        

Justified         

Effective         

Consistent with National Policy      

 

ix)  Complies with the                      Yes                                 

             Duty to co-operate                                  

 

Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan not legally compliant or is unsound or fails to 
comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible. 

If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its compliance with the 
duty to co-operate, please also use this box to set out your comments. 

 

We note the significant allocation of 38,100m2 of retail floor space over the plan period. 

Whilst this appears high given the current state of retailing we support the proposed 

strategy of maintaining overall market share, albeit with some rebalancing between 

Hitchin and Letchworth Garden City, and the technical methodology that has produced 

this figure.  

However, Policy SP4 and its supporting text is somewhat vague in relation to how the 

uncertainties that surround projected floor space requirements post-2026, as set out in 

4.46     SP4                                          
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the Retail and Town Centres Background Paper and separate Retail Studies which 

support the Proposed Submission Local Plan, will be managed. To remedy this, we 

suggest a minor modification to the supporting text as outlined below. 

 

 

       (Continue on a separate sheet if necessary)     
 

Please set out what modification (s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound, having regard to the test you have identified at question 5 above where this relates to soundness. 
(NB Please note that any non-compliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of modification at 
examination). You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. 
Please be as precise as possible. 

 

 

To ensure the Local Plan reflects the Retail and Town Centres Background Paper and 
Retail Studies we request that paragraph 4.46 of the Proposed Submission Local Plan 
be modified as follows: 
 
“Our evidence shows there will be a steady growth in retail demand over the plan 
period, although projected growth post-2026 carries a degree of uncertainty due to 
changing shopping and retail patterns. Projected growth is driven in part by planned 
population growth but also by underlying changes in the way people shop and how 
much money they have available to spend. It is anticipated that on-line shopping will 
continue to grow whilst a certain amount of future demand can be accommodated 
through the re-occupation of existing, vacant shop units. However, it is also necessary 
to identify new sites for retail. Projected retail needs, and particularly those in the post-
2026 period, will be kept under review via the monitoring framework and updated retail 
studies. Any recommended  changes to the strategy set out in Policy SP4 that arise out 
of the process will be brought forward via a full or partial review of the Local Plan at an 
appropriate time.  
 
These changes will ensure the Local Plan acknowledges the uncertainties surrounding 
projected retail needs beyond 2026 that are highlighted at paragraph 13 of your ‘Retail 
and Town Centres Background Paper, July 2016’ and that projected need is subject to 
change. Making provision for a review of the policy on this basis would help to prevent 
the delivery of retail floor space that is surplus to requirements during the latter stages 
of the plan period and beyond.   
 

(Continue on a separate sheet if necessary) 
Please note your representation should cover concisely all the information, evidence and supporting 
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there 
will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original 
representation at publication stage. 
 
After this stage, further submissions will only be atthe request of the Inspector, based on the 
matters and issues he/she identifies for examination. 
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Part B - Please use a separate sheet for each representation 

It is recommended that you read the Guidance Notes provided for an explanation of the terms used in this 

form.  

Name or Organisation: 

To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate? 

 

Paragraph(s)                                     Policy                                            Site  

 

Do you Consider the Local Plan is: 
 
    (Please tick as appropriate)        
                                            
x) Legally Compliant                      Yes                                  

                       

xi) Sound                                        Yes                                       

 

If No, which of the Soundness tests does it fail? 

Positively prepared        

Justified         

Effective         

Consistent with National Policy      

 

xii)  Complies with the                      Yes                                 

             Duty to co-operate                                  

 

Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan not legally compliant or is unsound or fails to 
comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible. 

If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its compliance with the 
duty to co-operate, please also use this box to set out your comments. 

 

We support the housing target set in Policy SP8 as this will meet the full Objectively 
Assessed Need (OAN) for housing identified for North Herts in the latest Strategic 
Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) prepared in support of the North Herts Proposed 
Submission Local Plan. 
 
We support the reference in THE Proposed Submission Local Plan to the housing 
market relationship between North Herts and Welwyn Hatfield. We note that the 

14.31      SP5, SP8                                                                              
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Housing and Green Belt Background Paper, which supports the Proposed Submission 
Local Plan, indicates that the proportion of the Welwyn Hatfield OAN for housing based 
on population within the area of the Stevenage HMA that extends into Welwyn Hatfield 
equates to 6,900 dwellings, and that proposals within the Welwyn Hatfield draft Local 
Plan Proposed Submission would give rise to a shortfall of 2,000 dwellings in this area. 
Your response to our recent draft Local Plan Proposed Submission consultation notes 
this and raised concerns as to how this shortfall may affect North Herts. Our own 
analysis indicates that the Welwyn Hatfield draft Local Plan Proposed Submission 
would provide approximately 7,365 dwellings during the 2013-2032 plan period within 
the area of the Stevenage HMA that extends into Welwyn Hatfield. This is 615 dwellings 
above the proportion of the Welwyn Hatfield OAN based on households (6,750 
dwellings) within the area of the Stevenage HMA that extends into Welwyn Hatfield.  
 
However, the Welwyn Hatfield draft Local Plan Proposed Submission would be 612-
1,429 dwellings short of Welwyn Hatfield’s overall OAN for housing of 12,616-13,433 for 
the period 2013-2032. We consider that this shortfall is justified under the terms of the 
NPPF. As a result of the identified shortfall, we are making requests when and where 
appropriate to other local authorities which share a housing market relationship with 
Welwyn Hatfield to explore whether their respective Local Plans or a subsequent review 
could help to accommodate this shortfall. We understand from Duty to Cooperate 
discussions that no further growth in Codicote or Knebworth could be sustainably 
accommodated due to site-specific and cumulative reasons.  
 
Policy SP8 of the North Herts Proposed Submission Local Plan and supporting 
documents indicate that a new settlement within the district could help to meet housing 
needs within the Stevenage HMA towards the end of the plan period and beyond, and 
that the delivery of any new settlement would be considered in more detail via a review 
of the Local Plan which is timetabled for the mid-2020s at the latest. Clarification is 
sought as to whether this would include the shared housing market area with Welwyn 
Hatfield. We consider that a review of any adopted Local Plan in North Herts should 
also acknowledge the identified and longer-term needs in the wider sub-regional area, 
including Welwyn Hatfield.                  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                        

       (Continue on a separate sheet if necessary)     
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Please set out what modification (s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound, having regard to the test you have identified at question 5 above where this relates to soundness. 
(NB Please note that any non-compliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of modification at 
examination). You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. 
Please be as precise as possible. 

 

 
 

We request that paragraph 14.31 is amended as follows: 
 
“Where monitoring shows that we are consistently failing to meet relevant targets, or 
are unlikely to do so in the future, or that wider conditions have changed to the 
extent that the strategy in this plan is no longer appropriate, we will initiate a review of 
the Plan that relates to those specific issue(s) identified. When undertaking a review of 
the Plan, account will need to be taken of unmet housing needs in those areas which 
share housing market relationships with North Herts and whether future growth 
strategies within North Herts can help to accommodate all or part of these unmet needs 
before 2031 and/or beyond.” 
 
The proposed modification is to clarify that in accordance with paragraph 182 of the 
NPPF the review of the North Herts Local Plan takes account of whether the delivery of 
a new settlement and other future growth strategies in the district could help to 
accommodate unmet requirements of neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to 
do so and consistent with achieving sustainable development.  
 
 

(Continue on a separate sheet if necessary) 
Please note your representation should cover concisely all the information, evidence and supporting 
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there 
will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original 
representation at publication stage. 
 
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the 
matters and issues he/she identifies for examination. 
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Part B - Please use a separate sheet for each representation 

It is recommended that you read the Guidance Notes provided for an explanation of the terms used in this 

form.  

Name or Organisation: 

11. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate? 

 

Paragraph(s)                                     Policy                                            Site  

 

12. Do you Consider the Local Plan is: 
 
    (Please tick as appropriate)        
                                            
xiii) Legally Compliant                      Yes                                  

                       

xiv) Sound                                        Yes                                       

 

If No, which of the Soundness tests does it fail? 

Positively prepared        

Justified         

Effective         

Consistent with National Policy      

 

xv)  Complies with the                      Yes                                 

             Duty to co-operate                                  

 

13. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan not legally compliant or is unsound or fails to 
comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible. 
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its compliance with the 
duty to co-operate, please also use this box to set out your comments. 

 

Education 

We note that the Infrastructure Delivery Plan which supports the Proposed Submission 

Local Plan adopts the advice of Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) regarding pupil 

yield from new housing. We note the proposed provision of new schools in Knebworth 

and provisions for the expansion of the primary school in Codicote, and would welcome 

the opportunity to work with North Herts and HCC on any cross-boundary issues. 

      SP7, SP10                                           
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A1M 

We note that the Proposed Submission Local Plan has been informed by appropriate 

transport modelling of the A1M and related road network using the WHaSH model. We 

are happy to work with North Herts, HCC and Highways England on any further 

transport modelling relating to the A1M corridor that may be required prior to submission 

of our respective Local Plans. We are also happy to continue working with North Herts 

as part of the A1M consortium to secure the investment for necessary improvements to 

the A1M.  

 

       (Continue on a separate sheet if necessary)     
 
 
Please set out what modification (s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound, having regard to the test you have identified at question 5 above where this relates to soundness. 
(NB Please note that any non-compliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of modification at 
examination). You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or 
sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. 
Please be as precise as possible. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continue on a separate sheet if necessary) 
Please note your representation should cover concisely all the information, evidence and supporting 
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there 
will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original 
representation at publication stage. 
 
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the 
matters and issues he/she identifies for examination. 
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Part I 
Item No: 0 
Main author: Andrew Turner 
Executive Member: Mandy Perkins 
All Wards 

 
 
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET HOUSING AND PLANNING PANEL – 1 DECEMBER 2016 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR  

NHDC PROPOSED SUBMISSION LOCAL PLAN 2011-2031 
 

1. Executive Summary 

1.1 North Herts District Council (NHDC) is carrying out consultation on its Proposed 
Submission Local Plan (referred to hereafter as ‘the NHDC plan’). Much like the 
Local Plan being prepared by this Council, the NHDC plan is a comprehensive 
single plan. It combines strategic policies, development management policies, and 
site allocations for various uses, and various designations for certain areas. It 
covers a 20 year plan period from 2011 to 2031. 

1.2 NHDC previously carried out consultation in early 2015, with a document that set 
out the main issues which would be dealt with in the new NHDC plan and the 
various options NHDC was considering. There remain a number of strategic issues 
of particular relevance to Welwyn Hatfield, and which may have a ‘Duty to 
Cooperate’ implication – these are set out over the following pages. 

1.3 The consultation runs for six weeks. Because of the timing of the deadline (30 
November) in relation to the meeting of this panel (1 December), the contents of 
this report will be agreed with the Executive Member for Planning as the basis for a 
response to be sent to NHDC accordingly. Any comments that Members of the 
panel wish to be incorporated into the response should be directed to the Head of 
Planning before 28 November. 

2. Recommendation(s) 

2.1 That the panel notes the areas of support and concern for NHDC’s Proposed 
Submission Local Plan that are set out in the report and Appendix A. 

3. Background 

3.1 The current adopted plan for NHDC is the 2004 Local Plan. Following the 
publication of the National Planning Policy Framework, NHDC are (in common with 
many other authorities, including Welwyn Hatfield) now tasked with preparing an 
up-to-date ‘NPPF-compliant’ Local Plan.  

3.2 In early 2015, NHDC published its ‘Regulation 18’ Preferred Options Local Plan for 
consultation. This document set out the draft strategy based on evidence at that 
time, including the preferred sites for housing and employment in and around the 
towns and villages.  

3.3 This Council raised a number of matters in response to the Preferred Options 
consultation in 2015: potential under provision of housing and employment in North 
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Herts; requesting that NHDC explore with Welwyn Hatfield how it may be able to 
help Welwyn Hatfield meet its projected shortfall in housing provision; how 
infrastructure provision and improvements will be delivered, including A1M and 
school provision in the areas of Codicote, Knebworth, Welwyn and Woolmer Green; 
provision for the Gypsy and Traveller community; and resultant issues around the 
Duty to Co-operate. However, on balance the 2015 consultation was considered to 
be a broadly acceptable set of proposals.  

3.4 The new NHDC plan is set out across five main parts: 

 Section 1 – Introduction and context: An introduction to the plan, national 
planning framework and past consultations; background to North Herts district, 
how the NHDC plan relates to other plans and strategies, and the key 
challenges and opportunities for North Herts 

 Section 2 – Spatial Strategy and Strategic Policies: spatial vision and 
strategic objectives; strategic policies setting out the overall strategy and the 
approach to how housing, employment and retail needs will be met; policy 
requirements around the Green Belt, countryside, the natural and historic 
environment, Green Infrastructure, sustainable transport, infrastructure, design 
and health; and policy provisions for the six strategic development sites. 

 Section 3 – Development Management Policies: detailed policies on the 
economy and town centres, countryside and green belt, transport housing 
strategy, design, health communities, the natural environment, and the historic 
environment. 

 Section 4 – Communities: background information and objectives for each 
settlement in the district, its role in the spatial strategy and details of smaller site 
allocations within and around the settlements. 

 Section 5 – Implementation, Monitoring and Review: housing trajectory 
framework of indicators and targets that will be used to monitor effectiveness of 
the plan; information on how infrastructure will be delivered and how planning 
tools will be utilised; provisions made for a review of the plan 

4. Explanation 

Most of the policies (particularly within Section 3 of the document) are of only local 
relevance within North Herts, and it is therefore neither appropriate nor necessary 
for this Council to comment on them. However, there are parts of the plan of a 
strategic and cross-boundary nature where it is considered appropriate for this 
Council to express support, to aid the Duty to Co-operate. Equally, and whilst the 
NHDC plan is on the whole supported, certain amendments have been requested.  

Settlement Strategy 

4.1 Policies SP1 and SP2 of the NHDC plan together direct the majority of growth to the 
four main towns within the district and to areas adjoining Stevenage and Luton. 
However, it also supports the growth of the district’s villages. This strategy is 
supported as it will help villages continue to be sustainable places for residents by 
making use of and helping to sustain existing facilities and services. 
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Housing Target 

4.2 North Herts and Welwyn Hatfield share a housing market relationships, and 
therefore the provision of housing in North Herts is a significant matter for 
consideration for this Council. Policy SP8 of the NHDC plan proposes a housing 
target of 14,000 new dwellings over the period 2011-2031. This equates to the 
Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) for housing that has been identified in NHDC’s 
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA). NHDC’s SHMA adopts different 
migration rates than this council’s own study (10 year as opposed to 5). Whilst this 
has the effect of reducing the projected need for housing to a figure below the 
starting point indicated by the sub-national CLG projections, the SHMA then applies 
a 10% uplift based on market signals (such as overcrowding and affordability) which 
increases the final projected need for housing to a figure that broadly equates to the 
sub-national CLG projections.  

4.3 It is accepted that different methodological approaches may be justified based upon 
local demographic trends, and it is considered that the NHDC’s SHMA follows best 
practice guidance. Nevertheless an understanding of the implications of the 
different approaches with regards to the provision of housing has to be considered. 
Given that the housing target is broadly similar to the household projections it is 
considered that there are no implications for Welwyn Hatfield.  

4.4 Provision has also been made in the NHDC plan for an additional 1,950 homes on 
land in and around Cockernhoe as a contribution towards Luton’s unmet needs, and 
land west of the A1M at Stevenage has been safeguarded for up to 3,100 dwellings 
in the period beyond 2026 to help meet future unmet needs arising in Stevenage. 
This land would only be released for development subject to a review of the NHDC 
plan.  

4.5 It is considered appropriate to support NHDC’s intention to meet their own housing 
needs. If it did not, NHDC would have to ask neighbouring authorities to help it to 
meet its unmet need through the Duty to Cooperate. This would be extremely 
difficult for Welwyn Hatfield, given the known challenges of meeting its own needs. 

4.6 Their Housing and Green Belt Background Paper, which supports the Proposed 
Submission Local Plan, considers housing land supply issues within the housing 
market area expresses concern that the proportion of the Welwyn Hatfield OAN for 
is not being met within the Welwyn Hatfield draft Local Plan Proposed Submission. 
Their response to our recent draft Local Plan Proposed Submission consultation 
notes this and raised concerns as to how this shortfall may affect North Herts. 

4.7 The Council’s response sets out that our own analysis indicates that the Welwyn 
Hatfield draft Local Plan Proposed Submission would provide approximately 7,365 
dwellings during the 2013-2032 plan period within the area of the Stevenage HMA 
that extends into Welwyn Hatfield. This is 615 dwellings above the proportion of the 
Welwyn Hatfield OAN based on households (6,750 dwellings) within the area of the 
Stevenage HMA that extends into Welwyn Hatfield.  

Distribution of Housing 

4.8 The housing target has been made possible by releasing land from the Green Belt 
around Baldock, Hitchin, Letchworth Garden City and a number of its larger 
villages, including Codicote and Knebworth. 8,000 dwellings will be delivered on the 
six strategic development sites that are being released from the Green Belt, as 
outlined below: 
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 BA1 North of Baldock: mixed use development of 2,800 dwellings and 
supporting infrastructure  

 LG1 North of Letchworh Garden City: mixed use development of 900 
dwellings and supporting infrastructure 

 NS1 North of Stevenage: 900 dwellings and supporting infrastructure 

 HT1 Highover Farm Hitchin: 700 dwellings and supporting infrastructure 

 GA2 Great Ashby: mixed use development of 600 dwellings and supporting 
infrastructure 

 EL1/2/3 East of Luton: mixed use development of 2,100 dwellings and 
supporting infrastructure 

4.9 The remaining dwellings are to be delivered by the release of Green Belt and 
greenfield land around a number of villages in North Herts, as well as removing 
from the Green Belt some villages which are currently ‘washed over’ by the Green 
Belt, including Kimpton, Blackmore End and Breachwood Green.  

4.10 Of particular note for Welwyn Hatfield, the NHDC plan makes provision for 598 
dwellings in Knebworth across four housing sites: two to the east and two to the 
west of the village. The NHDC plan also makes provision for 315 dwellings in 
Codicote across four housing sites. The proposed allocations in Knebworth are 
required to provide a 1FE primary school as well as 4 hectares of land for further 
school provision which would be delivered by exploring a new approach with the 
education authority, indicating that an ‘all-through school’ may be appropriate. The 
allocation for one of the housing sites in Codicote includes the requirement to 
provide land for the expansion of the existing primary school in Codicote to meet 
additional educational needs. This is considered further at 4.15 below. 

4.11 Policy SP8 of the NHDC plan contains provisions for exploring a potential new 
settlement in the district to help meet housing needs in the period after 2026. The 
delivery of any new settlement would be considered in more detail via a review of 
the NHDC Plan which is timetabled for the mid-2020s at the latest. This aspect of 
the NHDC plan is to be supported as it proactively seeks solutions to meeting 
longer term needs in North Herts. However, we have recommended that minor 
changes are made to the NHDC plan so that a review of the NHDC plan takes into 
account the identified and longer-term needs in the wider sub-regional area, 
including Welwyn Hatfield, so that any new settlement could help contribute to 
meeting unmet needs in Welwyn Hatfield in the period after 2026. 

Employment  

4.12 The economic evidence supporting the NHDC plan places North Herts within a 
Functional Economic Market Area consisting of North Herts, Stevenage and Central 
Beds; however the NHDC plan acknowledges the significant economic relationships 
between North Herts and Welwyn Hatfield. Equally the plan notes the relationship 
with the Hertfordshire Local Enterprise Partnership’s Strategic Economic Plan which 
identified the A1(M) corridor as a key growth corridor. The recognition of these 
relationships within the NHDC plan are to be supported. 

4.13 Policy SP3 of the NHDC plan allocates 32 hectares of additional employment land, 
principally in Baldock, bringing total employment land within the district to 41.05ha. 
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These provisions will meet the identified need for employment land arising in North 
Herts as well as some of the unmet needs that will arise within Stevenage towards 
the end of Stevenage’s plan period. This is in contrast to NHDC’s Preferred Options 
Local Plan which set out a much lower target based upon the projections at that 
time. That the NHDC plan has increased its provision of employment land in 
response to the evidence available at the time of its publication is to be supported, 
as is the contribution toward meetings Stevenage’s unmet employment needs 
which Welwyn Hatfield had previously expressed concern about to Stevenage in 
this Council’s response to Stevenage’s  draft Local Plan in February 2016. 
However, we have stated that the employment land position should be constantly 
monitored following the close of this consultation, and that Duty to Cooperate 
discussions should be used to consider and respond if necessary to any significant 
changes in employment projections that may arise in the future. 

Retail  

4.14 Retail centres within Welwyn Hatfield, most notably Welwyn Garden City, share 
shopping catchment areas with centres in North Herts, most notably Letchworth 
Garden City and Hitchin. Therefore the provision of retail space in North Herts is a 
cross boundary matter that could have implications for Welwyn Hatfield. 

4.15 Policy SP4 of the NHDC plan makes provision for an additional 38,100m2 of retail 
floor space within the district over the plan period. Whilst this is significant, it is 
based upon sound evidence and the strategy of maintaining North Herts’ overall 
share of the retail market. The strategy is supported in this Council’s response to 
the NHDC plan as it would not undermine the market share of Welwyn Garden City. 

4.16 Provision of additional retail floor space is to be met through identified opportunities 
in Hitchin (8,000m2), Letchworth Garden City (10,500m2), Royston (4,000m2), the 
new strategic development sites (6,800m2), by filling vacant shops to a satisfactory 
level (3,290m2) and around 2,600m2 through existing commitments and other 
sources. Further opportunities have not been identified in the NHDC plan to meet 
the remaining needs beyond 2026 as the evidence supporting the NHDC plan 
indicates there is uncertainty as to whether these needs would materialise due to 
changing shopping and retail patterns. Whilst the approach to the post 2026 period 
is to be supported, it has not been made explicit within the NHDC plan and 
therefore may risk committing to an overprovision of retail floor space in North 
Herts. As such, we have recommended some minor changes to the NHDC plan to 
fully recognise the uncertainties of the post 2026 period and that these are dealt 
with via a full or partial review of the NHDC plan. 

Infrastructure 

4.17 As noted at 4.7 above, housing site allocations proposed for Codicote and 
Knebworth set requirements for additional primary and potentially secondary school 
provision. The provision of additional school places in Codicote and Knebworth is 
noted, and we have stated in this Council’s response that Welwyn Hatfield would 
welcome the opportunity to work with North Herts and the education authority on 
any cross-boundary issues. 

4.18 The growth proposals set out in the NHDC Plan have been informed by runs of the 
WHaSH transport model, which is supported in the Council’s response to the NHDC 
plan. We have noted in this Council’s response that we are happy to continue 
working with NHDC on any further modelling that may be required and as members 
of the A1(M) Consortium. 
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5. Legal Implication(s) 

5.1 The Duty to Cooperate is a legal requirement, which is taken into account in the 
examination of Local Plans. Public bodies have a duty under the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004; as amended by the Localism Act 2011, to 
cooperate on the preparation of planning documents so far as they relate to a 
strategic matter (the Duty to Cooperate). Strategic matters are defined as those that 
would have a significant impact on at least two planning areas – further detail is set 
out at paragraph 8.2.  

5.2 Local planning authorities that are unwilling to cooperate and unable to provide 
robust evidence to support a strategy that does not plan for the unmet requirements 
of another local planning authority may fail the test of compliance with the Duty to 
Cooperate or their plan may be found unsound . 

5.3 The nature and requirements of the Duty to Cooperate are a key consideration in 
responding to NHDC’s plan. 

6. Financial Implication(s) 

6.1 There are no specific financial implications arising from this report.  

7. Risk Management Implications 

7.1 There is a risk in not responding to the consultation on the NHDC plan as it raises 
two areas of possible concern which could have both direct and indirect implications 
for Welwyn Hatfield. 

8. Security and Terrorism Implication(s) 

8.1 There are no security and terrorism implications arising directly as a result of this 
report. 

9. Procurement Implication(s) 

9.1 There are no procurement implications arising directly as a result of this report. 

10. Climate Change Implication(s) 

10.1 No climate change implications have been identified resulting from this report. 
Although clearly proposals for more development will have an impact on climate 
change and have been assessed as part of the sustainability appraisal report 
produced to accompany the NHDC plan. 

11. Policy Implications 

11.1 The policies in a Local Plan need to be justified by the evidence. In accordance with 
the NPPF, a local planning authority should submit a plan for examination by an 
independent inspector which it considers to be ‘sound’. In responding to 
consultation on a draft plan at its publication stage (known as the ‘Regulation 19’ 
stage), consultees are therefore required to formally object if they have concern that 
a plan is unsound. No objections on the grounds of soundness have been raised. 

11.2 As highlighted at paragraph 5.1 above, public bodies have a Duty to Co-operate on 
planning issues that cross administrative boundaries. No objections have been 
raised on the grounds of Duty to Co-operate. However it will be important for both 
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Council’s to work together with regards to the delivery of infrastructure and any 
future reviews of the Local Plan. 

 

12. Link to Corporate Priorities 

12.1 The Council’s Business Plan 2015-2018 contains corporate priorities to meet the 
borough’s housing need, help build a strong local economy, protect and enhance 
the environment and maintain a safe and healthy community. Responding to other 
authorities’ consultations enables this Council to meet these priorities effectively. 

13. Equality and Diversity 

13.1 I confirm that an Equalities Impact Assessment has not been carried out, as this 
report refers solely to the emerging policy and proposals of another authority. 

 
Andrew Turner 
Strategy and Development 
21 November 2016 
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LOCAL PLAN PUBLICATION STAGE REPRESENTATION FORM 

North Hertfordshire Proposed Submission Local Plan  

______________________________________________________________________ 
Please return this form to North Hertfordshire District Council either by email to : local.plans@north-

herts.gov.uk or by post to: Strategic Planning and Projects Group, NHDC, PO Box 480, M33 0DE 

The deadline for receipt of representations is 30 November 2016.  Late representations will not be 

considered. 

This form has two parts-  
Part A – Personal Details 
Part B – Your Representation(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation you wish to 
make. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Part A 
 
1. Personal Details                                                             2. Agent Details 
*If an agent is appointed, please complete only the Title, Name and organisation  
boxes below but complete the full contact details the agent in 2.  

 

Title 

First Name 

Last Name 

Job Title 
(Where relevant) 

 
Organisation 
(Where relevant) 
 

Address Line 1 

Line 2 

Line3  

Line 4 

Post Code 

Telephone 
Number 
 
Email Address  
(Where relevant)

Sue 

Tiley 

 

Mrs 
 

Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council 

Welwyn Garden City 

 

 

 

AL8 6AE 

 

s.tiley@welhat.gov.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Campus East  
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Part B - Please use a separate sheet for each representation 

It is recommended that you read the Guidance Notes provided for an explanation of the terms used in this 

form.  

Name or Organisation: 

3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate? 

 

Paragraph(s)                                     Policy                                            Site  

 

4. Do you Consider the Local Plan is: 
 
    (Please tick as appropriate)        
                                            
i) Legally Compliant                      Yes                                  

                       

ii) Sound                                        Yes                                       

 

If No, which of the Soundness tests does it fail? 

Positively prepared        

Justified         

Effective         

Consistent with National Policy      

 

iii)  Complies with the                      Yes                                 

             Duty to co-operate                                  

 

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan not legally compliant or is unsound or fails to 
comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible. 
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its compliance with the 
duty to co-operate, please also use this box to set out your comments. 

 

Policies SP8 and HS7 allocate seven Gypsy and Traveller pitches at the Pulmore Water 
site (CD4) which will meet the needs, identified in the supporting evidence, for North 
Herts through to 2031. 
 
It is understood that there are no reasonable alternatives to meeting the identified 
needs for North Herts. This council’s response to your Preferred Options consultation in 
2015 suggested that the delivery of additional permanent pitches at this site may be 
uncertain due to the complex enforcement situation that was still unresolved at that 
time. This council was advised via Duty to Cooperate discussions that these 
enforcement issues had since been resolved and did not undermine delivery of the 
proposed additional permanent pitches at Pulmore Water. Should the allocation of 
seven permanent pitches at Pulmore Water be realised, this would bring the total site 
size up to 19 pitches. Advice from Hertfordshire Constabulary provided to this council 
during its Issues and Options consultation stage on the emerging Local Plan indicates 

13.78 SP8, HS7                                           
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that sites should not generally be more than 15 pitches in size in order for sites to be 
fully manageable. This is an approach which this council has adopted in its emerging 
Local Plan. Considering the potential threat to delivery of the allocation, and the 
desirability of creating a site which is larger than is recommended by the Hertfordshire 
Constabulary, North Herts District Council may wish to reassure itself that the proposed 
allocation at Pulmore Water is an appropriate strategy for meeting the identified needs 
for Gypsy and Travellers in North Herts over the plan period.  
 
This council is also aware of a recent planning application that has been made to North 
Herts District Council for two pitches at Danesbury Park Road/Pottersheath Road which 
is in the vicinity of Welwyn and Oaklands & Mardley Heath. Should permission be 
granted for the two pitches, this would result in three Gypsy and Traveller sites, two of 
which are large, within and around the settled community of Welwyn and Oaklands & 
Mardley Heath. Whilst we do not consider this number of sites or pitches would 
dominate the settled community of Welwyn or Oaklands & Mardley within the terms of 
the national ‘Planning Policy for Traveller Sites’, this council would welcome ongoing 
liaison with North Herts District Council that ensure that sites in this area respect the 
scale of, and do not dominate, the nearest settled community, and avoid placing an 
undue pressure on the local infrastructure. 
 
At present, there is an inconsistency between Policies SP8 and HS7, which make 
provision for seven permanent pitches at Pulmore Water, and paragraph 13.78 
(supported by the table below it) which states that “A site adjoining the existing Gypsy 
and Traveller site at Pulmore Water has been identified for six additional pitches.” 
Clearly paragraph 13.78 and supporting table are inconsistent with Policies SP8 and 
HS7 and therefore a minor amendment to paragraph 13.78 (and supporting table) is 
proposed below to remedy this, should North Herts District Council be minded to 
maintain its proposed allocation of seven permanent pitches at Pulmore Water. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                        

       (Continue on a separate sheet if necessary)     
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6. Please set out what modification (s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant 
or sound, having regard to the test you have identified at question 5 above where this relates to 
soundness. (NB Please note that any non-compliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of 
modification at examination). You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan 
legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised 
wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. 
 

 
 

We request that paragraph 13.78 is amended as follows: 
 
“A site adjoining the existing Gypsy and Traveller site at Pulmore Water has been 
identified for six seven additional pitches.” 
 
The table below paragraph 13.78 should also be amended to indicate a pitch estimate 
of seven and not six. 
  
The proposed modification is to ensure paragraph 1.78 and supporting table are 
consistent with Policies SP8 and HS7, should North Herts District Council maintain its 
proposed allocation of seven additional pitches at the Pulmore Water site CD4.  
 
 
 
 

(Continue on a separate sheet if necessary) 
Please note your representation should cover concisely all the information, evidence and supporting 
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there 
will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original 
representation at publication stage. 
 
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the 
matters and issues he/she identifies for examination. 
 

 
7. If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the oral 

part of the examination? 
   

                                                     Yes, I wish to participate at 
                                                      the oral examination 
 

8. If you wish to participate at the oral part of the examination, please outline why you consider this to be 
necessary: 

                                                    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please note the inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those                         
who have indicated that they wish to participate at the oral part of the examination. 
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9. Do you wish to be notified when the Local Plan is submitted? 

 
   

                     Yes, I do wish to be notified                                   
                  .                                   
 

10. Signature:                                                    Date:   
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